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Introduction	
  by	
  Graham	
  Brown	
  
Selling to youth is easy, very easy.
In fact, whether you are selling soda, mobile phones or
insurance - once you know about context and fans,
they’ll be ripping it out of your hands.
Selling to your own organization, however, is the real
sale. Your competitors aren’t other banks, mobile
brands or games providers in the same category - it’s
your own department, your marketing team and your
agencies. Your competitors are marketing managers
who’ll never get fired for booking TV campaigns,
agencies using your marketing budget as a ticket to the
Cannes Lions and a boss who “has all the information he
needs.”
You’re surrounded by seemingly immovable habits,
behaviors and a lifetime of relationships with people
who really want to do something exciting, but at the end
of the day, are afraid of change. We call it diseconomies
of scale and it explains why the biggest threat to brands
can be their own success.
And when you tell me that your organization is already
sold on youth marketing? That’s a warning sign too.
Not enough dissent, not enough vocal opposition for
healthy debate.
That’s where you come in.
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Yes, you’re reading this book, so you’re already in the
select few. You are part of the 5% who want to change
things, because your brand’s strength with youth is just
that - your brand’s ability to change and constantly
reinvent itself. When kids started seeing their parents
squeezing into a pair of 501s in the 80s, Levi’s
somehow lost its appeal. It’s a mistake that eventually
cost them their market position to new challengers like
Replay, CK and later on, brands like Diesel. It took the
better part of the next two decades for Levi’s to recover
from that mistake.
Levi’s failed because it was successful. Nokia failed
because it was successful. Pepsi failed because it was
successful. You see a pattern emerging here? Brands
fail with the youth market when they don’t have enough
money, or when they have too much. Given the choice,
I’d rather take the first scenario because that’s where
innovation thrives.
I’ve been helping brands build bridges to reach the
youth market for over 10 years. I’m a cultural explorer
and adventurer and share my insights and learnings with
companies across the world. What I’ve learned is that
great brands aren’t products of great strategies but are a
function of great company culture. Often, the people
involved wouldn’t call what they’re doing “youth
marketing.” I’m thinking about people like Ian Stewart
from Converse, Peter Adderton from Boost Mobile, Jake
Nickell and Tom Ryan from Threadless, Ian Votteri
from ESPN X-Games, Vipe Desai who used to head up
action sports at Monster, Peter Van Stolk founder of
Jones Soda, and Torsten Schmidt from Red Bull Music
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Academy. Through their journeys, I’ve learned critical
lessons in how brand culture needs to be, and how
marketers need to live that culture rather than simply
outsource it to a creative agency. It’s through their
journeys that I’ve helped a whole host of brands
understand their young customers - from banks to
government agencies.
Making great brands and engaging youth, therefore, is
not about hiring an agency to buy media space and run
clever campaigns. It is about creating an environment
that allows insights, relationships and innovation to
happen. This is where the organizations themselves so
often get in the way. Fear. So much of marketing
operates from a baseline of fear.
There was a little known psychological experiment
conducted by Dr. Elizabeth Newton at Stanford
University 1990 in which, despite its size, unlocked a
wealth of insights into the success and failure of
marketing. When subject A (Tappers) were asked about
the success rate of subject B (Listeners) in correctly
guessing the song that subject A was tapping, A’s
confidently pegged the hit rate at 50%. When subject B
(Listeners) were asked to identify the song – only 2% of
them guessed correctly.
There is a song in your head that you are trying to sing
about your products, your brands, your launch, your
website or whatever exciting information you want to
bring to market. But they’re just not getting it.
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They are your customers, your colleagues, your bosses
and your partners. They are not getting it because of
fear. Fear encourages you to cut corners. Fear makes it
easier to simply hire a creative agency to run a TV
campaign rather than engage one on a longer project to
find your fans. Fear means we don’t fix marketing or
innovation because it’s not our jobs to. What this book
aims to do is to share with you insights into how you can
get it right; not through theories, but through examples
of brands that are consistently successful in engaging
young customers by being comfortable with fear. What
I mean by “comfort” is living with it, not trying to avoid
it.
There will always be fear - fear that letting your young
customers take control will result in a PR backlash, fear
that letting them tell the story won’t generate the needed
results, and fear that building an asset would mean
missing your next quarter’s targets. Fear of the
unknown, the new, the uncontrollable and letting go.
It’s here great brands thrive.
When you’re comfortable with fear it can also become a
great motivator - call this positive fear. It’s the same
fear Jeff Bezos of Amazon talks about when he tells his
employees to wake up afraid their customers will leave
them. The words “fear of losing out” can commit us to
actions that may have taken a lifetime to complete
otherwise. They can become the ammunition, the
stories, and the tools you need to make that change
internally. Otherwise, you’ll be overwhelmed by the
negative fear of your network.
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In the Youth Marketing Handbook, we will share with
you that ammunition, those stories and tools from 10
years of insights in simple bite-size stories for you to
take away. We’ll do this with the collective insight of
the mobileYouth team - myself Graham Brown, Freddie
Benjamin, Josh Dhaliwal and Ghani Kunto. We’re not
giving you all the answers. In fact, we hope the stories
we share with you here are going to get you asking more
questions.
Send those questions and ideas to
graham.d.brown@mobileyouth.org
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1.	
  CONTENT	
  	
  
vs	
  CONTEXT	
  
Youth don’t buy stuff,
they buy what stuff does for them
Content is what you make for them
Context is what you mean to them
Youth buy on emotion and
justify with logic
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People	
  Drink	
  the	
  Can,	
  Not	
  the	
  Soda	
  
There’s a marketing story told by both Seth Godin and
Dan Ariely about Coke and Pepsi which is as good a
place as any to start our journey into the world of youth,
branding and media.
When clients ask us how they can learn more about
youth marketing, we point them to the study of soda.
Soda marketers are the youth marketer’s marketer
because here are men and women selling fizzy water
with a few flavorings - there is nothing to distinguish
one product from the next. The only distinguishing
factor, therefore, is the context each marketer can create
for his or her brand.
Back in the 80s, the Pepsi reached its zenith as a youth
brand. Stealing market share from its rival infused the
company with a growing sense of confidence. The
company launched the “Pepsi Challenge,” aimed to
assert the upstart cola as the de facto brand of choice. In
the Challenge, customers took blind taste tests which
resulted in 60% of them stating that Pepsi tasted better.
In Pepsi’s mind, they had won and market share would
follow.
Researchers in the 90s repeated the Pepsi challenge but
employed a subtle twist. Rather than making the
subjects wear blindfolds and drinking anonymous colas,
the researchers told the subjects which brands they were
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drinking before the taste test. The result? Four times as
many people said they preferred the taste of Coke.
You see, people aren’t simply buying a product. They
buy the whole social package. This is the distinction
between Content (the product) and Context (the
package). As Seth Godin pointed out, “blind taste tests
are only good if you have blind customers” and “people
drink the can not the soda.”
Simply put, we don’t buy stuff. We buy what stuff does
for us.
Is Harley Davidson a great bike for old guys, or an
excuse to dress up in leather and terrorize your
neighbors? Is Lego a great toy for kids, or a way to
reclaim fond childhood memories of father and son
building together?
We sometimes use Lego bricks in client presentations to
illustrate the difference between Content and Context.
They are mere simple plastic bricks after all. But look
at what you can build with them. Look at the fun you
can have. The bricks are tools to help you create
Context.
Sharpie permanent markers are yet another anomaly in
the digital era. How can sales of a pen increase 3% year
after year, despite the growing trend among young
people to adopt e-readers, text messaging and blogs?
The answer lies in what you can do with the pen. You
can show your individuality by drawing on your
Converse shoes with a Sharpie. You can express your
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rebellious side by tagging public bathroom walls with a
Sharpie. Sharpie is just a tool. Even in the digital era,
the context of these analog tools for will never die.
Advertisers call this “what stuff does for us” the “benefit
of the benefit.” That means we have to look at what this
product does for us socially - the context - rather than
the product itself. Content is what you make. Context
is what that means to people.

Content	
  vs.	
  Context:	
  A	
  Comparison
What is it?

Content
Product
What we buy

Context
Social Package
Why we buy

Drivers

Logic

Emotion

Examples

Price,
Touchscreen
keyboards, Offer,
Design
Advertising,
Campaigns,
Sponsorship,
Celebrities, PR
Companies

Need to belong
Need to be
significant

Content
experience starts
after the purchase
& exists only

Context experience
starts before the
purchase, exists even
when not interacting

Marketing
tools
Who
creates it?
Experience

Communities, Social
Programs, Events,
Projects
Users, customers,
fans
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during direct
interaction with
the product.

with the product,
lasts way beyond the
end of product usage.

It’s difficult, admittedly.
We become engrossed in the world of product and
Content. We discuss the fineries of our product and its
unique selling points over the competitors'--ours has a
better touch screen, more memory and comes in these
colors. Once you engage the creative agency, they
simply follow through on this Content narrative. For
years, companies have been hiring agencies to magnify
the differences between products - Pepsi tastes better
than Coke, SonyEricsson has more megapixels in its
camera, and so on. In reality, however, this value may
be post-rationalization applied by the brain after
realizing the social Context of the product. Microsoft’s
Zune was a technically better product, but the market
had already decided on Apple’s iPod. Zune won on
Content. By virtue of a decade of investing in youth,
students, teachers, families and music stores that
facilitated sharing, iPod won on Context.

The	
  King	
  is	
  Dead
We hear the phrase “Content is King” used regularly in
reference to youth marketing.
Good content, we are led to believe, sells. We only have
to look at the world of Content—advertising, marketing
messages, celebrity stories and headline sponsorships—
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to understand that this is big business. What we don’t
really get, however, is a sense of how this industry may
be self-perpetuating.
“Content is King” helps
advertising agencies justify their existence to clients:
pay us money, we’ll deliver great Content.
If “Content is King” why would anybody buy a product
that killed them (cigarettes)? It doesn’t make sense. If
people were really buying the Content of cigarettes,
whole generations of young people would avoid the
perils of tobacco. Young first time smokers know the
health risks, but to them, the Context of cigarettes—the
sense of belonging afforded among fellow smokers, the
brand stories, the rituals of smoking, cigarette sharing—
is more important than life itself.
While thankfully youth smoking is in decline in a
number of countries, the emotional tendencies of young
smokers are applicable to the world’s general youth
population. Think about young people and mobile
phones. We should know. We’ve worked in the field
since 2001.
Mobile phones and cigarettes offer similar Context:
belonging, ritual, sharing, emancipation, and
independence. You can see why one has replaced the
other as the moniker of cool for youth. Now think about
the role of your product within youth’s social universe—
are you selling the benefits of the Content or the
Context? How will this help a young person to belong?
How will this help a young person be significant?
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If you want to understand Content vs. Context in action,
take a look at the bestsellers on display at your local
bookstores. Which ones are selling? Cookbooks by
Bourdain and Oliver maybe? They aren’t introducing
anything new. They are simply repackaging existing
recipes in a format that helps people believe they are
buying into a story. It gives the buyer something to talk
about and tools to interact with others.

The	
  Social	
  Packaging	
  
When Xiao Zheng’s mother found her son returning
home to their family apartment in Anhui, China with his
recent haul of iPad2, iPhone and spare cash she became
concerned. It didn’t require the acute intuition of a
mother to know something was up.
After prolonged questioning, Ms. Liu was relieved to
find this wasn’t the result of theft, drugs or prostitution.
It was at that point, a more menacing reality emerged
when Zheng revealed a deep scar running down the back
of his torso. He had sold his own kidney. Like many
parents in China, local TV station anchors were also
shocked and stunned that these objects could be
considered more valuable than life itself.
Zheng’s story started when he saw an online advertising
offering money to young Chinese students to become
organ donors. After contacting the nefarious graymarket agents, Zheng made the trip to an official
hospital at a different province where, following
removal of his kidney, he returned with around $3,300
in cash.
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“I wanted to buy an iPad 2 but I didn’t have the money”
the boy confessed to Shenzhen TV. “When I surfed the
internet I found an advert posted online by an agent
saying they were able to pay RMB20,000 to buy a
kidney.”
Perhaps the sad twist in the tale is Zheng’s own
admission that having bought his phone and iPad he
“regretted” the decision. Not only was he one kidney
down, he was sizably shortchanged on the deal--a black
market kidney can fetch up to $160,000 according to
some sources.
While Zheng was arranging the deal with his brokers, on
the other side of China in Sanlitun province, riots were
breaking out outside the Apple Store. The crowd was
not venting their anger at the brand that had ruined a
seemingly naive and innocent person’s life. The crowd
was venting their anger at each other. Ordinary Chinese
youth clashed against their peers. As Zheng was
negotiating his organs away, young Chinese were
exchanging hard earned cash for a limited number of
iPad 2s at the official Apple Store. A large number of
those waiting in line felt that they were going to miss
out. For those still waiting in line, watching their peers
coming out of the store with an iPad 2 resulted in a
heady concoction of envy, frustration and fear of losing
out. They started to lash out against each other.
Is this unique to Chinese youth?
When one 16 years old student from the UK had to live
24 hours without his mobile phone he reported, “All I
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wanted to do was pick up my phone and become a part
of the human race again.”
This student took part in an intriguing research study
that challenged young people to live 24 hours without
their most prized possession--the mobile phone. Their
responses?
“I felt lonely without multimedia. I arrived at the
conclusion that media is a great companion. “--Chile
“At the beginning, I felt irritable, tense, restless and
anxious when I could not use my mobile phone. When I
couldn’t communicate with my friends, I felt so lonely
as if I was in a small cage on an island.” --China
It’s not just youth in remote regions of the world.
Here’s what one 15 years old Long Islander said in our
recent ethnographic survey of youth-and-media
relationship in the USA:
“I went camping one time and there was no service out
there, no Wi-Fi, or any internet connection. I felt like I
was pretty much in jail. I didn’t know what to do. I
couldn’t talk to any of my friends. I didn’t know what
was going on. I felt like I was missing so much.”
When traditional media caught hold of these kinds of
stories, they are quick to arrive at the seemingly obvious
conclusions: insidious brands, addiction to technology,
“kids these days,” corruptible minors, decline in social
morals, etc. It’s a Content-centric view of the world that
sees only the tip of the proverbial iceberg, and while
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misguided, it is recurrent in our own history.
Rock’n’Roll music, TV, blue jeans, video games and
sneakers have all been made media pariahs, but no one
seemed to fully understood that these things were just
the another object on the Content carousel that rotates
through generations.
Context, however, looks at what lies beneath the water
line: motivations, causes, social packaging. We forget
how it was back when we were teens. Look back long
enough and you’ll find similar concerns and stories of
“addiction” and irrational behavior.
But those were not really stories of youth
addiction. They were stories of the strength of youth’s
social drivers, and how different tools fill the vacuum.
Our 15 years old Long Islander didn’t want to go
camping with his parents just as any 15 years old from
previous generations ago didn’t want Mom & Dad at his
birthday party, or listening to his music.
Content exposes only the symptoms--the objects within
the story. Context reveals to us the plot lines.

New	
  Technologies	
  Old	
  Behaviors	
  
To us, it’s just what boys have been doing all over the
world for hundreds of years. To Satoshi Tajiri,
however, it was a $100 billion global franchise.
If you’re British, it’s Trump Cards.
If you’re
Indonesian, it’s playing with the seeds of rubber trees.
For you, it could be kites, dodge ball, or marbles, but
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wherever you are in the world, it’s just what boys have
been doing for hundreds of years. These are simple
games that facilitate social interaction between boys.
These tools help create structure for these interactions.
That’s why their highest appeal applies to most preteens. It’s this group--the socially awkward male--that
has the greatest growing social awareness, but the least
developed skills to satiate this awareness.
Each conveys numerous social rituals, avenues to
mastery and urban myths, from the kid who had the
concrete conker to the one who soaked kite wire in glass
grinds. Each tool passed via word of mouth from one
generation to the next. Each platform comes without a
rulebook, but a socially filtered group of rules through
which interaction can take place. The platform creates
winners and losers; thus, reinforcing existing social
dynamics. It creates heroes and outcasts. A young boy
can choose to train and invest in the skills of the
platform, achieve mastery and boost their social
standing.
These platforms led Satoshi Tajiri to a $100 billion
global franchise.
When Satoshi Tajiri sought inspiration for Nintendo's
hugely successful Pokémon series he didn't have to look
far; Tajiri drew insight from his own youth. What 8
years old boy didn't enjoy scrapping in the schoolyard,
grubbing around in dirt and the fascination of both
insects and dinosaurs? The sales that followed the
Pokémon brand stood as testament to one truth about
technology and marketing. If you're going to launch a
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product, use the technology to enhance existing
behaviors instead of creating new ones. In Pokémon’s
case, the game was no more than a technological
evolution of the Context that young boys had been
playing with for generations--trading cards, combat and
the love of insects. Pokémon simply brought the
timeless behaviors that boys of a certain age group into
the information age. Trade cards, do battle against your
friends, and train your army of monsters.
The "Pocket Monster" concept, from which the name
derived, was all about first finding what young
customers already love, and then using technology to
make it better. It’s about finding the Context and
designing Content that can better serve that Context for
the new generation.
A focus on Content and technology often does the
opposite: find a way of making the Content better, and
then shoehorn it to "disrupt" existing behavioral
patterns.
It's no different with Pokémon than many of the
telecoms industry's inventions.
MMS (picture
messages) were supposed to be a richer medium of
communication than SMS. You liked SMS - let's make
it better. It's no different to saying, "You liked 2 player
chess - let's make it 3 players!" Chess, like SMS, is not
about the features, but the benefits it affords. Both SMS
and chess are popular because they are widely
understood and can operate at the lowest common
denominator. With a few exceptions, the rules of chess,
conkers, trading cards, marbles, kites and SMS are
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universal and simple enough to allow youth to invest in
creating Context around them.
Great products don’t come with a rulebook, so don’t
write one for yours.
We simply make the tools. They make the rules.

Emotion	
  vs.	
  Logic	
  
One of the key challenges facing youth marketers today
is in understanding the differences between the reported
and the felt world. Justifying owning a mobile phone in
the early 1990s was difficult if you weren’t a drugdealer, gas plumber or a stockbroker. Today, it seems
incomprehensible that anyone would need a logical
reason to own one. We simply do.
If you sit young people in a room and ask them about
their reasons for buying a pair of Nike sneakers, they
will tell you it’s because of the gel/air technology, the
design and the advertising. Nobody ever tell you they
bought Nike because wearing Adidas would make them
look stupid in front of their friends. That’s because they
were trying to justify their purchase decisions post hoc
so they would appear less whimsical, less emotional.
This is something that we all do.
People buy on emotion and justify with logic.
Your mother bought her first mobile phone in the 90s
“just in case the car broke down.” In 10 years, her car
hasn’t broken down once, but it just goes to show the
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need to justify emotional behavior with logical postrationalization.
This justification is particularly
prevalent in youth, especially when answering in groups.
As you get older you become more confident about your
decisions and identity, but when you’re a teenager, you
constantly search for social proof to verify your
behavior. That’s why focus groups are effective at
identifying product content that youth like, and very
ineffective at identifying the real reasons of why youth
buy: the social context of that product. This is why
marketers, on reviewing focus group findings, arrive at
conclusions like “we need a QWERTY keyboard to
compete with BlackBerry” or “youth want free music
giveaways to open a new bank account.”
Time and time again we’ve heard marketers revert
discussions back to the price point of free because
“that’s what kids want.” When we don’t understand
why youth buy we relegate everything to price, and that
often means free. Yet, if young people really wanted
“free” why are they spending $400 and up on iPhones or
on partying during the weekends? Sure, they are price
sensitive, but price is merely part of the content, not
context.
So how do you access the jugular issue of why youth
buy: the social and emotional context? Just like any
relationship, people only share emotional information
with those they trust. That’s why we encourage clients
to bypass focus group style research and start building
offline social networks - real world contacts. They
could be interns, young employees or students in the
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network who want to work with you.
relationships you can nurture over years.

These are

Marc Kornberger’s Student Village in South Africa
often finds that students who work on their campaigns
as brand ambassadors are the first to submit their
resumes when new job vacancies arise. Bernard Hor of
Youthworks Asia in Malaysia finds that while many
young people participate in his grass-roots brand
projects, it’s the regulars who yield the most valuable
insights; regulars don’t need “warming up” and feel that
they can provide feedback (however brutal) without fear
of repercussion. Remember that for this age group,
many have lived in an education system where
providing feedback to figures of authority like teachers
is rarely encouraged. Youth see brands in a similar
light, they need encouragement.
Insights are a function of trust. Use focus groups, get
lousy insights.
Develop relationships, get honest
answers.

Key	
  Questions	
  for	
  Youth	
  Marketers	
  
•
•
•
•

What is the Context of my product?
How are my customers creating Context for my
product?
How does my product’s Content support its
Context?
Does our marketing focus on Content or Context?
Where are we investing our budget?
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•
•

	
  

What timeless social rules does my product enable
customers to engage in a new way?
What can I do to better understand the emotional
drivers behind purchases of my product?
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2.	
  Design	
  Thinking	
  
vs.	
  Social	
  Thinking	
  
What wins you awards won’t necessarily win you
customers
When youth break your product do you see a threat to
your model or an opportunity to improve?
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Social	
  Tools	
  
Take a walk along the Rhine River in Cologne and
you’ll find an iron bridge that runs across to the city’s
ancient cathedral. As you cross the bridge, you’ll also
discover a solitary padlock chained to the railing. A
curiosity, but you kept on walking. But soon, there are
more padlocks in more places clustered around iron
struts, like barnacles around a ship’s anchor. The
padlocks vary from pink to plain. Some are inscribed
neatly. Some are scratched with a pin, or set of car keys.
All have them are etched with names of two (and
sometimes more) lovers.
Mikko Ampuja from 15:30 research in Finland
explained that these padlocks-on-a-bridge phenomena
were not just in Cologne - they were global. In fact,
there are 30 or more cities where you can find these
padlocks--look them up on Wikipedia and you’ll find a
city near you. They are called “lovelocks” because the
lovers whose name appears on their face plate would,
according to tradition, cast the key to the bottom of the
river to be lost to eternity.
Social connectivity is all around us.
To the irrepressible nature of youth, everything is a
potential social tool. What appears to us as a mundane
object may hold a more profound and emotional
meaning to some young people.
Just because you don’t see it, doesn’t mean it isn’t there.
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Generation	
  O	
  
By the time you read this book, you’ll be on to
Generation Z. What would marketers use to mark the
post Z generations? Perhaps one of those Swedish
characters that looks like the symbol for Boron with a
line through it?
The problem with identifying and naming generations
according to their era is twofold.
First, they’ll
eventually age out. Make sure you don’t have Gen Y in
your company or job title, lest you too will be dragged
into irrelevancy.
Second, you have to be careful about what you’re
communicating by identifying a distinct generation.
Gen Y may appear unique in their traits, but when you
take a long term view on their development, you find
that they are no different from previous generations.
Every generation wanted to change things, was more
optimistic, more entrepreneurial and more open to new
technology than their forerunners. Nothing has changed
here. You can go back to the teenagers of the 50s and
find traits which generational pundits have claimed as
unique traits of Gen Y/Z today.

Traits	
  of	
  Generation	
  O	
  compared	
  to	
  Adults	
  	
  
Free time

Generation O
High

Adults
Low

Money

Low

High
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Social need

Large and growing

Small and
decreasing

Social tools

Limited and
relatively expensive

Many and
affordable,
access to credit

Product
mastery

Optimization,
Positive Deviance,
Cultural Hacking

Read the
Manual, ask a
young person

Product
support

Google, friends,
exploration

Call center,
retail

Product
expectations

Ability to customize
and develop

Complete,
consistent

What remains constant in the youth market, world over,
is their qualitative difference. Here is a generation that
seeks to change and optimize what they have. Give a
BlackBerry handset to an adult, and he sees an executive
tool that’s useful for email. Give the same tool to a
teenager and she’s going to try and crack BBM, and use
it as a messaging tool with her friends.
All around us are objects that are mundane to the adult
eyes, but are loaded with potential to the observant
youthful eyes. That’s why if you want to understand
youth, you need to start understanding them in the
context of “Generation O”—the optimizers.
Optimizing means taking a Social Tool and making it
better. The more obvious examples of this are the
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mobile phones and technologies. The less obvious are
the more revealing—soda brands, shoes and even their
relationships with government. As we’ll discover in this
book, this current crop of youth haven’t changed from
their forebears. They’ve simply gained access to more
tools. They’re not compromising anymore. If Gen O
wants to indulge their passions for Lego, they indulge.
If they want to protest against the government, they use
Facebook to organize mass protests.
Previous
generations would have learned to suck it up and go
with the flow. Members of Generation O are not driven
by different ideas and convictions; they simply have
more capacity to realize these ideas and convictions.

The	
  Meme	
  
“If you are still ‘Planking’” warned the Inquisitr
magazine “you’re behind the times. A group of
individuals have decided to move on to… ‘Owling.’”
Wait, what’s “Owling?” I haven’t even got round to
Planking yet!
As Planking becomes mainstream, Owling picks up the
mantle. On the Owling Facebook page, the fan base has
yet to reach 1,000, suggesting that either this is going
nowhere, or it’s early days yet. And Owling pictures
begin to emerge: perched like an owl on top of the stairs
at home, perched on the national monument in Montreal.
Owling has arrived.
But what about Planking?
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Planking hit the headlines in 2011 when a young
Brisbane man in his 20s fell from his building’s balcony
in a quest for the perfect Planking photograph. His
unfortunate death put Planking on the map—what began
as a small trickle of young people being photographed
lying stiff, like a plank of wood, emerged with a torrent
of followers. With over 150,000 fans replete with
pictures of young people lying as straight as planks in
various settings—on club dance floors or in front of the
Taj Mahal—Facebook’s Planking Group suggests that
young people are onto something that the older audience
doesn’t quite get yet.
And that’s the appeal.
Planking’s appeal for young people has nothing to do
with the Planking activity itself. It’s what they do with
it. Planking is just a social tool to help people connect
with each other. The fact that the older generations
don’t get it, label it ‘stupid,’ ‘utterly ridiculous’ and
‘inane’ in the media, grants these memes their social
value.
When Shaun Wright-Philipps photographed himself
Planking on the side of a door frame, the whole of the
Manchester City soccer squad followed suit, capturing
bizarre moments and scenes--from Planking off walls, to
Planking inside cars, as a part of their pre-season tour in
2011. Planking had arrived in the eyes of mainstream
media.
And it’s at that point that the memes popularity began to
fade, replaced by new contenders to the social tool
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throne that included the upstart Owling. It was also at
this point that creative agencies started featuring this
fading meme in their client pitches.
What agencies get so wrong is their focus on Content
rather than Context. Gen O is not into Planking.
They’re into “not being adults.” The more whimsical
and seemingly meaningless the tool they choose to
corrupt, the more they can optimize and play with it.
When adults (read: creative agencies) hijack the Social
Tool, it loses all credibility.
We’ve seen it before with flash mobbing. What started
as a grass-roots decentralized movement that embodied
spontaneity and connectivity soon became hijacked by
the creative agencies and their clients. T-Mobile’s $1.5
million ad campaign “Life is For Sharing” at Liverpool
Street station, which won an award for their agency
Saatchi, did nothing to increase T-Mobile’s loyalty rates
from being the lowest in the industry in UK. We’ve
seen advertisements placed by creative agencies seeking
to recruit flashmobbers for new creative campaigns.
What happened to spontaneity?
When chasing trends, far too many youth marketers
mistake Content for Context. If you want to understand
how Context works, spend half an hour on the 4Chan
website, but no more—your brain will turn into mush.
On sites like 4Chan, you will find bizarre memes like
“Anti-Zombie” where an anonymous member will share
a photo of a municipal building—a water-tank or some
other obscure concrete monolith structure—and invite
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members to speculate on how an army of zombies
would attack and overpower the structure.
Insane? Yes. Pointless? No.
In the Anti-Zombie fortress post, the subject is an
abandoned building in Fukuoka prefecture in Japan
submitted by Reddit users “Mitsjol” (complete with a
reconnaissance video of the tower found on YouTube).
The 4Chan tribe submits their interpretations of different
scenarios, including one theory that the zombies could
scale the fortress as the pile of dead bodies reached a
critical mass of 8,515 bodies (based on their
mathematical assumptions).
Remix-culture then kicked in, and the derivatives began
to appear. We see Anti-Zombie fortress juxtaposed onto
a sharp Alpine mountain scape, a floating fortress (no
physics supplied to explain floatation device), fortress
with arms and legs build like some Transformer toy, and
so on. To the outsider, it seemed completely pointless.
To the insider, the constant reincarnation of a Social
Tool distinguished who was in and who was out of the
peer group.
The peer groups that hang out at 4Chan gravitate to this
seemingly whimsical and inane content because it both
proves that a) the content itself is meaningless—this is
all about context and b) the more stupid, the more likely
outsiders will exclaim “I don’t get it.” You only have to
look at the panoply of remixes applied to the rainbow
colored pop-tart cat Nyan.cat in his multiple guises on
YouTube to understand that people aren’t really
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enamored by this half-cat half-pop-tart creation. They’re
simply taking meaningless objects and using them to
connect with likeminded people out there.

Social	
  Thinking	
  
As marketers, we get excited by iPads and flash mobs.
We see early successes and think that by copying the
content we can also benefit from their reflected glory.
T-Mobile’s “Life is for Sharing” is just one of many
examples wheeled out by creative agencies as an attempt
to make a brand cool with young people. Saying you
are about “sharing” is one thing; actually helping people
share is another.
One of the challenges that youth marketers face today is
the dominance of Content-led philosophies. “Content is
King” is just one of many platitudes that underpin the
prevailing wisdom of Design Thinking.
Design Thinking, we are led to believe, can solve a wide
range of problems by looking at design. Nobody using
your product? Try changing the design. Loyalty rates
declining? Change the layout of your retail store. What
Design Thinking fails to cover is the fact that people
don’t buy design. They buy what design does for them.
As much as Apple’s popularity is the result of great
design and technology, it’s also the result of years
building grass roots activism among fans, youth,
teachers and families from the Apple Camps in store to
the Youth Workshops. Apple knew that building an
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army of fans would take a generation, so it set to work
on its K12 education policy back in the 90s, in an era
when every student was on Windows and PC. How
times have changed.
It also suits Apple—the high priesthood of secrecy—just
fine that all its rivals and wannabes focus on design as
the key to the brand’s success. As long as we remain
distracted and try to mimic design, Apple will continue
to help its fans convert your fans over to its brand one
customer at a time. Social Thinking is the antidote to
the feature-led marketing schools that gave us colored
Levis in the 90s to pink phones 20 years on. When we
stop thinking in terms of features and functions, and
start thinking in terms of our role in customers’ lives as
supplier of Social Tools, we get a better understanding
of how we can improve our marketing and evolve the
products.

Design	
  vs.	
  	
  Social	
  Thinking:	
  A	
  Comparison	
  of	
  
Philosophies	
  
Design Thinking
Origin

Logic

Social
Thinking
Emotion

Output

Content

Context

Activity

Creation

Discovery

Focus

Product, Features,
Benefits

People,
Benefits of the
Benefit
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Organization

Top-down,
Centralized

Bottom-up,
Distributed

Implementation Big Ideas

Small Steps

Approach

Strategic

Organic

Talent

Smart people,
PhDs, genius

Ordinary
people, fans

Results

Award winning
product - salad
spinners, long haul
travel, artist
concept albums

SMS, BBM,
Facebook,
music file
sharing

	
  

Social	
  Space	
  
When marketers sell a product, they look at what makes
that product different from the next guy in the category,
and then ask their agency to magnify this point of
difference. When you give that product to a young
person, they instead try to turn it into a tool to create
Social Space.
When the Giants won the World Series November 2010,
fans quickly took to the streets of San Francisco and, in
a display of unbridled enthusiasm fuelled by alcohol and
tribalism, set fire to cars, vandalized stores and threw
rocks at the police. While stories of young sports fans
rioting is nothing new, in this particular riot, you could
“check-in” using the mobile app Foursquare. As rioters
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congregated on Bayview, some decided they would
check-in to local landmarks that were simply listed by
anonymous creators as “Riots” in the app. To some, it’s
a story of everything that’s wrong about today’s youth:
misbehaved, disrespectful and whimsical. To us, it is
yet another example of how young people simply “find
a way” to turn any occasion into a social tool.
Probably the best example of exposing our inability as
older marketers to see this, is when you ask people a
simple question, like, “How can a spreadsheet be a
Social Tool?”
Spreadsheets are for numbers.
Spreadsheets are for accountants. They are boring. I am
a marketer; give me my flash-mobs-and-Planking-based
campaign.
But when you see how youth in Mumbai, India used the
humble Google Docs spreadsheet as a social tool during
the bombing incident in July 2011, you get a better
picture of how product appeal is almost completely
arbitrary and left open to the interpretation of young
people—not the marketers’.
Within hours of the Mumbai blasts, a student called
Nitin Sagar set up an open spreadsheet and asked for
help from the city’s social media community. The
spreadsheet listed names, contact numbers and details of
how the contributors could do everything from distribute
food, to donate blood to the victims.
“Everybody offering help from Dadar Area, join
Prathamesh. He needs people to move the blast victims
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to hospital,” adds one user. “Can give Blood B+ve
group,” adds another based in Goregaon East.
Mumbai responded quickly. So quick in fact, that the
document reached its collaborator limit at 1,000 barring
any further citizens from joining the list. When disaster
responses so often appear as a whimsical “#prayfor…”
hashtag in people’s Facebook and Twitter updates,
youth had turned this superficial interest into a
meaningful tool to deliver meaningful help on the
ground.
For the first 1,000 on the list, real kudos.
And let’s not forget, this was just a boring spreadsheet.

Examples	
  of	
  Social	
  Spaces	
  
Example
Mumbai
blast,
India

Content
Spreadsheet

What?
Used to
collect
names of
volunteers

Why?
Reclaim
togetherness
in face of
uncertainty

Digital
Flag
Raising,
Indonesia

Online
version of
offline
ceremony

Used to
hold
celebrate
national
day on a
virtual
platform

Traditional
national day
ceremony
was long and
dull. Young
people found
a different
way to show
nationalism
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Weibo
singles
groups,
China

Instant
Photo group

Chinese
youth turn
“missing
persons”
service into
a dating
service

In response
to lack of
dating
channels for
young
Chinese

SF Riots,
USA

Foursquare

Rioters
checking in
to “Riots”
in SF

Creating
belonging
with other
rioters

Sodcasting
UK

Mobile
phone

Youth
gathering
around
music on
mobile
phone
speaker in
public
places

Provoke
adult
reaction,
create
boundaries

Food
Trucks,
USA &
Indonesia

Mobile food
trucks using
Twitter

Young
people
gathering
around
food truck
stop

Pop-up
community
for young
migrants in
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Reclaimed	
  
Not a day goes by without someone—usually on the
wrong side of 35 years old—in the Indian media
publicly excoriating the nation’s youth for their antisocial behavior which, inevitably, involves Facebook,
mobile phones and BBM. Yet, when we consider how
the youth of Mumbai reacted in times of need when the
a large group of the adult population in the municipal
legislature were paralyzed by inability and fear of
failure, one has to ask: when it came to the crunch, who
were the real anti-socials?
Let’s move this on to “unsocial” rather than “antisocial” because anti, by definition, suggests a different
space that just so happens to be on the opposite side of
what you want. We’ll talk about that in a minute. But
for the minute, let’s consider unsocial.
In many respects, the Social Tools of our generation
have lost their social capacity for Generation O. If you
are over 30 years old, you will remember fondly
weekends spent at record stores with friends rifling
through the bargain rack for the latest vinyl releases.
You’ll also remember mix tapes and spending hours
looking through your friend’s record collection
discussing, sharing and discovering thoughts and ideas.
For youth growing in the 90s, when music moved from
CDs to digital, all of that social benefit found in the
activities that surrounded record and tape sharing was
suddenly lost. How could we lounge around their
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backrooms poking through their record collections when
it was all stored on the hard drive of their computers?
As marketers and brands seek to further optimize and
monetize their products, they inevitably make them
increasingly unsocial. CDs cost money to produce,
whereas the variable cost of a digital file costs nothing.
It’s at this juncture that youth seek to reclaim the lost
social benefit of any given tool. We’ve seen how youth
evolve and hack tools from memes to simple everyday
objects, and later on, we’ll explore how embracing this
behavior is the key to long-term survival and relevance
of your brand.
For now, however, consider how youth reclaim social
tools that have become unsocial, and how they’ve made
these tools relevant again.
Why is this generation lining up to buy analogue
watches? Why is the most popular camera app on the
mobile phone the one which filters your photos to look
like they were captured using a 1970s Polaroid? Why
do young people watch less TV, but text more about its
content? Why did mobile TV never take off?
When TV loses its social relevance, as with all these
examples, young people find ways to take TV “out of
the box.” Seventy two percent of youth in the UK
discuss TV via their mobile phone and with friends
while watching, according to Digital Clarity. Young
people reclaim tools that were made efficient and boring
by brands, agencies and marketers, and young people
make them social once again. We can avoid being
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boring by enhancing the social experience of our
products and brands, instead of its technological
experience.
The humble pushbike is, to many, simply a form of
transport. Yet for the young people of Jakarta who work
with Faisal Muhammad at Youthlab, it’s also a Social
Space. As cycling becomes the preserve of middle aged
men dressed in Lycra - the kind that can afford $4,000
for a bike and as much again to keep it on the road,
young people turn to low-tech solutions. Instead of
going for any old low-tech pushbikes, the young people
in Jakarta go after fixed gear bikes (or “fixies” in the
youth vernacular) stripped of breaks and gear rings and
painted bright colors to signify membership to the tribe.
As Faisal and friends cycle through the crowded,
polluted streets of Jakarta the megacity, observers see a
group of young people having a bit of fun. However,
the informed will see a group activists reclaiming Social
Space from the seemingly unstoppable march of
urbanization and the blandness of middle-age. It’s a
meme that started way back in LA with the scraper bike
craze when a group of young residents felt similarly
overwhelmed and powerless in the face of the
Californian sprawl.
Young people don’t want better Content—faster, higher
tech, cooler, greater bandwidth or richer media—they
want more Context; a better social experience.
Anything can be a social tool as long as you’re open to
its social reality.
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The	
  2	
  Key	
  Drivers	
  of	
  Youth	
  Behavior:	
  
Ashton’s	
  Story	
  
“I live in a small town called Miles," says Ashton. "It's
a farming community and there is only like, 800 people
in the town."
Ashton is almost right. There are 762 people in Miles
according to official records. Despite its minute size,
Miles perhaps embodies the American dream. It was
carved out from the earth with the toil of early settlers
who pioneered the new lands in the late 19th Century.
Families like the Wrights—Ashton's descendants who
arrived here in 1889 to break in 640 acres of farming
land. One hundred and twenty years later, little has
changed.
While a new wave of settlers from south of the border
have set up their own homesteads, Miles still remains
predominantly a farming community with farming
values. Being an 18 years old girl growing up in Miles,
like in any town in today's global village, has its own
unique challenges. Miles is "old." The average age of
the town population is twice that of Ashton’s, higher
than national and state averages. Take a walk around
the loosely collected stores that constitute the town
center and you'll struggle to find a skate park, night club
or mall hangout.
Town highlights, according to its website, include the
library, the county jail, the "Rumley Tractor" (a 909
Advanced Rumley tractor, which sits along U.S.
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Highway 67, weighs 24,470 pounds and has a maximum
speed of 2½ miles per hour) and the rather curious “Red
Brick Road.”
When town sources tell you that Miles Texas is "named
after Jonathan Miles (cattleman and railroad contractor)
who had donated $5,000 to a fund for an extension of a
railroad track" you begin to form a better picture of how
growing up in this small town is going to be.
Welcome to Miles, Runnels County—the town you've
probably never heard of. Which is unfortunate, because
it is in towns like Miles where a new way of doing
business is done.
This isn't a story about Miles, however. It's a story
about about Ashton. In fact, you could even say that it's
a story about them, or us.
Ashton's story is not unique. We’ve all grown up in
"small towns" defined by our young mentality, our sense
of marginalization and striving to reach out to the global
diaspora of youth that existed tantalizingly in skate
magazines, fashion blogs, Hype Beast or hip hop videos.
We've all experienced the yearning for the big city lights
to the sheer joy of those first few days at college when
we, released from the geographical constraints of our
upbringing, discovered there were people out there just
like us. We weren’t so strange after all.
Ashton Wright is the voice of a generation—a teenager
seeking communion with the wider youth diaspora but
trapped by the geographical choices of her parents.
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Ashton is a teenager that wants to belong, who wants to
be significant.
Miles, Texas could be anywhere in the world. It could
be the bustling backstreets of Harajuku Dori or the
favelas of Sao Paulo. It is wherever young people are
the disaffected. These are individuals who have yet to
find their place in the world. These are individuals who
are trying desperately to unravel the layers of childhood
to find their role in society.
"I am the only one that rides in my town, so I have to
ride by myself a lot. Rodeo is really big here, so a lot of
people in my town think that racing dirt bikes is easy
and stupid," says Ashton, perhaps unwittingly speaking
for an entire generation of youth growing up both
misunderstood and marginalized by their elders.
Ashton Wright is your regular American college kid—
18 years old with a healthy obsession for the outdoor
life. Marketers see PowerPoint presentations that begin
with stock photos of skateboarders in high-five poses
and patronizing broad-brush statements about how youth
love social media, games and self-expression. But what
most marketers didn't know is that Ashton is a rising star
in her own Universe. This isn't the known Universe of
"ordinary" marketing to youth, typified by clever
advertising campaigns, focus group "insights" and highvisibility sponsorship. This Universe is brought into
being by a new generation of youth brands emerging
from obscurity to the big time, from niche to dominating
the mass, and from being an interesting intellectual
diversion to a threat to the established order.
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Pepsi	
  vs.	
  	
  Monster	
  Energy	
  -‐	
  A	
  Comparison	
  of	
  
Approaches	
  
Pepsi
Content

Monster Energy
Context

Marketing

High-visibility
Advertising

Build Permission
Assets “Monster
Army”

Planning

Serial, Based
around campaigns

Cyclical, Ongoing

Focus

Youth

Extreme sports
amateurs

Approach

Tell Pepsi Story
“Pepsi
Generation”

Build asset to help
young people tell
their stories

Stars

Celebrities:
Britney, Beyoncé,
Pink, Lady Gaga,
etc.

Fans

Brand
equity

Logo, website,
campaigns,
heritage, can
design

Conversations,
community

How is
Context
created?

Manufactured
through
advertising

Curating Context
built by customers

Philosophy
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Hansen Natural Corp—owner of the Monster Energy
drinks line—is no ordinary company. In fact, it's
probably a brand you've never heard of. But this is a
company that is more profitable per employee than
Apple. The company is growing its earnings at 9% per
annum, while keeping a debt-to-asset ratio of 0.1% (ie.
all their cash is their own). All this, despite sitting in the
middle of the deepest consumer economic recession this
side of the War. Being ordinary, has never been the
recipe behind this energy drink's success.
One reason you've probably never heard of Monster is
because you're not 18 years old and you don't live in
Miles, Texas. Not that Monster has any geographical
presence there. It’s just a place where one of their
stories is being told. And here's the rub—this is a
company that doesn't advertise.
In fact, the deeper we dive into the world of youth
marketing the more we’ll find that when it comes to
success and failure of youth brand, advertising plays but
a cameo role.
The real pivot points aren’t media choices, but choices
in mindset. Hansen is no niche brand. With $3 billion
in market cap you could consider it as a major player,
but it's not playing by the major league rules. For
Hansen, the first rule they were going to break
successfully was the rule of brand management: that
your reputation residing in your corporate assets. The
logo, the advertising, the PR and the website—meant
very little to this generation. None of these assets create
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Context. If Hansen was going to redefine the market, it
had to start redefining the rules by which success was
defined. And where its competitors had invested
billions in high-visibility mass marketing campaigns,
Monster was going to convert its customers one at a
time. Ashton is no "customer," she is a fan—a devoted
paid up member of the Monster tribe known as the
Monster Army. This 18 years old from Miles, Texas is
a rising motocross star and, at the time of writing, is
featured in the "November Soldier Spotlight" for
Monster's burgeoning Army website. Army, in this
instance, means army of fans—one million of them—all
participating in a community that gives them all a
respective voice.
Ashton's story is intriguing. Not only is she a relative
unknown in the eyes of traditional marketers whose
worldview is largely shaped by the "findings" of a focus
group, but also she is an anomaly in the world of
motocross—she is a girl.
"I think in some cases being a girl has its advantages
over a guy. But guys can make a living at this sport; I
think eventually it will get that way for the women too.
Especially with awesome women riders we have out
there today,” she says.
Ashton is an awesome rider whose story is able to
inspire and motivate a generation of would-be Ashtons.
Her profile on Monster Army is testament to the site’s
ability to support this generation of wannabes.
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Without the Monster Army, members like Ashton and
Macca would have one less tool to achieve significance
and belonging. A brand is only as powerful as the social
benefit its customers can derive from it and from the
brand’s platform. Nobody’s espousing the benefits of
Monster; they are broadcasting their own stories with
Monster’s help.
"Regular Man, None of This Goofy Shit!" explains
Macca of his style "As Long As It Makes the Boys Jaws
Drop and the Girls Skirts Drop, I’m Styling It!"
Marcomms would cringe. Consumer insights managers
would gloss over the data. This didn’t fall into the “4
Ps”—or whatever they’re called now—and the “social
media strategy.” Almost everybody would ignore the
truth that for Macca at least, this flavored sugary
beverage was a Social Tool. Everybody, that is, except
you, because you know that the product’s Content is
secondary to the Context it creates.
Almost everybody would have missed a trick because
they were focused on the Content instead of the Context.
Most marketers would focus on how to make this soda
beverage cool, instead of how to connect people like
Macca. And that’s where so much youth marketing
goes wrong. It becomes more about the brand and less
about what young people do every day in their lives.
How can you help me belong?
How can you help me be significant?
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If you can answer these questions—questions about the
2 key drivers of youth behavior—about your products
and brand, then the fact you are a nondescript soda
beverage, a cheese manufacturer or a businessman’s
phone become irrelevant to the fact that anything, with
the right amount of young people and hacking, becomes
a social tool in its own right. Applying Social Thinking
in the real world means developing deep insights into
the forces that shape their lives and supporting the
stories people want to tell about themselves, rather than
interrupting them with tales of celebrities and images
that make them feel inadequate.
Real marketing is about understanding the lives of
people like Ashton Wright. She is no focus group, no
brand ambassador, intern or campus advocate engaged
in a brand marketing program to boost her resume
credits. She’s just a regular teenager who wants to tell
her story.
"Glad to See More Beautiful Girls Out There Banging
Bars, Loving It!" says Macca. But Macca's no ordinary
groupie. He’s a 17 years old skater from Maryborough
Australia for whom "life is great" and time is spent
"nailing those tricks.”
Maryborough—a small town in the middle of nowhere
in the middle of Australia. News travels fast and
Monster isn't even advertising in Australia.
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Key	
  Questions	
  for	
  Youth	
  Marketers	
  
•
•
•
•
•
•

What Social Tools are my young customers using?
How do I help my customers use their Social Tools
instead of hijacking them?
What kinds of Social Space are my customers
looking for?
How do I help youth tell their stories, without
making it “just another ad?”
What can my brand do to help youth belong and be
significant?
What can my brand do in the next 30 days to start
applying Social Thinking in its marketing?
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3.	
  Paid	
  vs.	
  Earned	
  	
  
Media	
  
In youth marketing, attention is your biggest cost
What youth say about your brand is now far more
important than what we say
The traditional marketing model was born of an era
when youth trust and attention were abundant
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The	
  Attention	
  Economy	
  
During ideation seminars, we often show marketing
execs a video designed by Transport for London which
tasks viewers to count the number of passes the
basketball team in white make in 30 seconds. Most
presentation attendees get it right. However, less than
5% ever “see” what’s going on in the presentation. As
we rewind the video, we ask “did you see the
Moonwalking Bear?” and to their disbelief, mouths wide
open, when we replay the video, they saw man in a bear
outfit moonwalking across the scene as basketball
players pass the ball between them. How on earth did
they miss it?
To understand requires a better appreciation of how the
brain works—we don’t actually “see” as our perception
is highly focused. In layman’s terms it’s called focus.
When you’re driving down the road on the school run
you don’t actually “see” that cyclist even though she
was patently there in front of your eyes. So, how does
this also apply to youth marketing?
A whole industry is based on the fundamental
assumption that youth attention is abundant—simply
isn’t true anymore. By the age of 15, the average
American will have seen 75,000 marketing messages.
When exposed to this level of information bombarding
you on a daily basis, you get pretty good at ‘gating’ it
out. In fact, scientists tell us that we only actually “see”
5% of the stimuli our brain receives at any one time—
begs the question “what’s happening to 95% of our
marketing?” Sure, it’s picking up awards along the way
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and keeping brand managers happy at the Cannes afterparties but is it really doing its job? Young people may
be “aware” of your product but are they paying
attention. Awareness means nothing. When was the last
time you bought a Cadillac?
The Moonwalking Bear is a useful analogy for so much
of our youth marketing--it may be cool, fun and highly
visible but are young people actually “seeing” it? If not,
as the data indicates, you might as well take your
marketing budget and flush the lot down a big black
hole because in youth marketing today, attention is your
biggest cost. That’s right, start considering attention as
a major cost factor in your marketing activity and also
start with the assumption that 95% of what you do is
simply invisible no matter how “visible” it appears to
you on the inside. For many brand and marketing
managers this may hurt but you cannot unwrite the
internal programming of young people’s brains you
simply have to work within the parameters you’re given.
So, the question is, how do we get in to the 5%?
That sweet spot is the holy grail of youth marketing but
it doesn’t require a lengthy and perilous quest--the
answer is right there before your eyes. See how people
behave on Facebook and you get a better picture of what
getting into that 5% means. It’s like in the old days
when we used to share holiday snaps (you remember
those analogue ones that came in the photo pouches
along with the negatives?). We would rifle through the
pack; “It’s interesting, it’s interesting, it’s interesting,”
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but secretly we will be thinking, “Where’s the one with
me in it?”
Yes, as much as we’d like to believe we are socially
aware and altruistic, deep down our fundamental
motivators are based on answering this key question:
“Where am I in this story?”
Just like the Facebook status updates and notifications,
we’re really only interested in the stories that feature us.
Google the Moonwalking Bear. Take the Test.

Pay	
  Attention	
  
Young customers don’t wake up thinking about your
brands anymore. We do. We wake up in the brand
world, go to world in the brand’s office and sit around
talking about the brand all day. We are surprised to
learn that outside of that office, it isn’t like that. Once
we have understood that, then we can continue.
Perhaps one key youth marketing problem lies in our
use of metaphors. We want youth to pay attention to our
marketing messages. Think about that for a minute--Pay
attention. We are expecting youth to pay to listen to us.
When attention becomes an increasingly scarcer
commodity our assumptions become increasingly
broken.
Old school youth marketing focuses on being good; find
something really good about your product and amplify
it. You have Pepsi’s taste, SonyEricsson’s cameraphone
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and Levi’s engineered fit. All of these are really good,
but are they relevant? You see, the real youth marketing
game is not about clever, funny ad campaigns to tell
youth how good these things are. It is about creating
relevance.
Only 34% of US youth trust advertising. And even
when they do trust it, doesn’t mean they’re paying
attention. What we are finding is that youth are turning
off from traditional advertising. Yes, they are “still
watching TV” the TV networks tell us and “ads are still
the best format for making youth aware of your brand”
but none of these suppositions explain that 65% of youth
buy mobile handsets based on what their friends said
and 62% of 16-24 year olds cite “other 16-24 year olds”
as the most influential medium when it comes to making
brand or technology purchases.
Isn’t it time we considered youth as media too?

Earned	
  Media	
  
Paid Media is the billions of dollars spent every year on
media buys. It could be Facebook, it could be your
Television set--it’s all advertising content paid for by
brands and their agencies. When Pepsi wanted to raise
awareness with the younger generation it paid $25m for
Michael Jackson to cut a remix of Billie Jean to the
words “You’re the Pepsi Generation.” When TV
became less attractive as a media buy, Pepsi spent
millions plastering Times Square in New York with
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branded ad hoardings. Even when brands are on social
media, more often than not it’s paid media.
Earned Media is, however, what counts. Earned Media
gets young people to buy mobile handsets, start using
Facebook or buying a pair of Nikes. Earned Media is
what you earn as a brand by being a brand worth talking
about. Social Currency creates Earned Media. If you
help youth tell their story, they’ll indirectly talk about
you. If you tell your own story, they’ll simply ignore
you.
When Red Bull set up the Red Bull Music Academy it
wasn’t selling fizzy soda--it was cultivating Earned
Media by training a generation of youth to go out and
broadcast their own story. By backing the rising stars of
tomorrow, Red Bull knew that it would indirectly
generate Earned Media. Every time an Academy
graduate’s story was retold in the media and in daily
conversations it carried a ticket called Red Bull.

Paid	
  vs.	
  Earned	
  Media:	
  A	
  Comparison	
  
Mindset

Paid Media
What is our
Unique Selling
Proposition?
Which media
channel should
we use? What
can we say
through social
media? How

Earned Media
Who are our fans?
What do they like
about us? How are
they using our
products? How do we
connect our fans with
each other?
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big is the
budget?
Formats

Advertising,
social media
marketing, PR

Recommendation,
education, discovery

Approach

Big budget for
big ideas, based
on campaigns;
sells Content

Long-term relationship
building; enables
Context building

Strengths

Easily
accessible by
the masses;
established
metrics, easy to
control the
message;
increases brand
awareness

Works even while
you’re sleeping;
increasing returns with
decreasing operating
cost over the long
term; received with
higher amount of trust;
personalized message;
influences preferences
and behaviors

Weaknesses Mostly ignored
by the masses;
simplified
message;
increasing cost
to maintain the
same level of
awareness

Difficult to control;
harder to measure in
the short term; harder
to justify to senior
members
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We can no longer buy youth attention, we have to earn
it.

From	
  Open	
  to	
  Discrete	
  Networks	
  
As Facebook valuations started to make Google look
cheap by comparison, news began to trickle out into the
press that maybe, just maybe, Facebook had peaked.
The Financial Post led with “Why teens are fleeing
Facebook” stating that despite the network’s “meteoric
rise,” the prospect that it may be slowing down was “a
very difficult idea to digest.” Perhaps, they speculate,
the root cause of the slowdown is a potential exodus of
teens from a Social Space now occupied by their
parents, teachers and future employers.
No data is provided to support the speculation, although
numerous press articles wade in on the possibility.
In reality, teens aren’t fleeing Facebook, they’re just
fleeing marketers and intrusive journalists on Facebook.
When young artist Brian Lobel decided to cull his
Facebook friends list, he turned the decision into a
public event. Nobel toured London to involve young
urbanites in the voting process that decided who stayed
and who was culled winning the sympathy of generation
who, too, realized they had more “friends” than they
really had friends and whittling the number down to a
manageable level was actually a good idea.
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Youth aren’t fleeing Facebook they are simply turning
from Open to Discrete networks.
Increasingly,
Facebook comes to mirror real life connectivity.
Relationships in the offline world cost time and money,
so we limit them at our individual comfort levels. When
friends on Facebook are “free,” we grab as many as we
can. Except, they are not free. We found out that
friending T-Mobile and Coke actually cost our attention-we had to listen to their brand monologues.
As youth turn to Discrete networks they shut out
marketers, and social networking eventually gravitates
towards its offline base-level. Marketers fret about
Facebook’s decline by highlighting the teen exodus, but
fail to realize that their quarries are still there. They’re
simply networking behind closed doors--as they do in
the real world (in the park, back rooms, in clubs and
outside the campus library).

Open	
  vs	
  Discrete	
  Networks:	
  A	
  Comparison	
  
Network
Type
Occurrence

Open Network
BBM, SMS,
Facebook,
Twitter

Discrete Network
BBM Groups,
Facebook behind
privacy settings,
Skype
New technology Educated users

Appearance

Large, chaotic,
public

Small, ordered,
invisible

Membership

Open, random,
inclusive

Closed, real-world,
exclusive
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Key	
  Questions	
  for	
  Youth	
  Marketers	
  
•
•
•
•

Is my marketing budget geared towards getting
attention or getting customers?
What can my brand do to win my customer’s Earned
Media?
What can I do to ensure my Paid Media (advertising,
etc) does not get in the way of my Earned Media?
How much of my Paid Media budget can I reassign
to develop Earned Media?
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4.	
  Fans	
  vs.	
  
Customers	
  
If your customers like you, be afraid be very afraid
Your whole marketing career you focused on getting
customers to like you when all along you ignored the
inconvenient truth of the fans who already loved you
We shouldn’t be asking “how do we engage them?” but
asking “how do we break down the walls that prevent
them from engaging us?”
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Fanspotting	
  
If your young customers “like” you be afraid, be very
afraid.
When Trevor Moran hit the Apple Store on Fifth
Avenue New York in the Christmas of 2009 he wasn’t
like the thousands of customers who regularly beat the
path to find the latest MacBooks and iPhones, looking
for presents for the holiday season. Trevor was looking
to record the latest episode in his story. Trevor Moran
is like most 12 year old kids seeking to master
technology to help them communicate with a wider
playing field but this 12 year old has a unique talent.
Trevor is better known as iTrevor and when he
communicates from the Apple Store he does it through
regular video updates of in-store dancing. This week
it’s to the backbeat of Lady Gaga’s “Telephone” next
it’s Will.i.am. He’s throwing shapes and freaking out in
front of the in-store MacBook webcam as bemused
customers and staff look on. Some ignore Trevor with a
wry smile, “oh, it’s that crazy kid again.” Some join in
for the hell of it. Others including grumpy store staff
ask him to turn it down, or even shut it off.
Apple sells more per square footage from its retail stores
than does the luxury retailer Tiffany’s. These aren’t
diamonds and pearls but gadgets manufactured in China.
According to recent data, Apple Store generates more
visitors in a quarter than the four biggest Disney theme
parks put together. What the Apple brand and iTrevor
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teach us is about the key distinction between fans and
customers.
Trevor Moran is one individual. He’s not Content for
Apple because he is not paid, and he is passionate about
the brand and its products. In fact, he rarely sells Apple
itself except through indirect recommendation; Trevor
never records his dances at Best Buy or on a Dell laptop.
Every brand has fans, including yours. It’s just that your
advertising is drowning them out. These aren’t social
misfits or freaks. They are often youth with passions-sometimes extreme, always unsatiated. In Trevor’s
case, it’s the silver screen.
He’s a wannabe actor.
Apple is that vehicle for him to achieve his personal and
social goals. Apple, therefore, isn’t a product, but a step
up to his life ambitions. This creates real brand loyalty.
Could this happen at Best Buy? Maybe, if they knew
who their fans were. Would employees allow it to
happen, or would they try to shut him down?
The last question is particularly indicative of how great
brands aren’t the product of great strategies. They’re
products of great cultures. Does the brand actively
encourage a culture of participation at the frontline, or
does it see iTrevors as a nuisance?

Customers	
  vs	
  Fans:	
  A	
  Comparison	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Market
Share
Share of
WoM

Customers
91%

Fans
9%

35%

65%
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Type

Followers;
influenced by
Fans’ behaviors
and preferences

Leaders; seek
social currency to
influence the
masses

Drivers

Consensus; social
proof

Significance;
creativity

Product
interaction

As demonstrated
by Fans

Break it; optimize
it

Brand
relationship

Like; buy Context

Love; create
Context

Find your fans, the rest is mere detail.

Uniting	
  the	
  Diaspora
Kevin.J.Walter from the US is also a fan, but unlike
Trevor Moran, he has no pretensions about the world of
acting.
For Kevin, however, his passion is far more tangible.
Plastic bricks or to everyone else, simply Lego. Kevin’s
claim to fame is the building of a 2 meter high replica of
Sauron’s tower, Barad Dur, from the book and movie
Lord of the Rings.
The RegHardware reporting on Kevin writes “some
people have too much time on their hands.” Well, unlike
customers, fans always find the time to indulge their
passions. Trevor always finds the time to perfect his
dance moves and lipsync to the latest sounds. He makes
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the time to make it to his local Apple Store. He doesn’t
care what those around him think when he’s letting
loose in front of strangers. Kevin, similarly, is oblivious
to criticism.
For many “customers,” building a tower out of 50,000
bricks and 2 months of your life is too geeky, too nerdy
to consider. But for Kevin, it’s not just a passion, it’s
also a social tool. The tower involved 15 people from
different countries all who pitched in ideas and designs
to help Kevin construct the final tower. They shared
their ideas on the website Mocpages--a home for lego
fans to share their passions--under the project entitled
“The Journey of the Fellowship” (referencing the whole
Lord of the Rings saga) from Inn of the Prancing Pony
complete with slate roof tiles to the fellowship's journey
through the Mines of Moria. Each created with love.
As marketers, we have been trained to target the mass
rather than the extreme, because the extreme are too
“out there” to be indicative of wider market needs. The
extreme, however, are exactly those who later influence
the market. Organic food, animal-free cosmetics,
vegetarianism, environmentalism, skateboarding and
even the internet all began once as prerogatives of the
extreme only now to become widely endorsed by the
core.
Fans count because they place a greater emotional
attachment on the product. With a higher premium
placed on getting it right, they are willing to invest
heavily in developing the product’s context--the social
packaging that makes product appeal to all of us. Lego
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knows that from the 100,000 views Kevin has
aggregated on his Flickr stream of Barad-Dur, and the
numerous meetups, and interest groups Kevin
participates in with fellow enthusiasts, that offline social
interaction--not plastic bricks--is why they do it. And
it’s here that brands learn what their business is really
about. In a world increasingly dominated by digital
interaction, the plastic brick is an anomaly. How could
something so analog continue to grow in popularity
across populations, across borders?
We live in an era of Fans. When you grew up, Fans had
to compromise. If you were a Lego fan, you would have
to hope that those in your immediate neighborhood and
school year were also Lego fans else you risk being
outcast and bullied. Most would suck it up; play along
with the mass. Today, however, you can indulge your
fantasies to your heart’s content. You don’t have to
compromise your fandom--you too can connect with
other fans just like you around the world. You only
need to steer yourself to sites like Mocpages.
Inside every customer is a fan. The question is, are you
dividing or uniting these diasporas?

Brands,	
  Fans	
  and	
  Customers	
  
In the traditional model of youth marketing, there were
just brands and customers. If brands wanted to reach
out to customers they had to hire an agency and commit
a lot of their hard earned cash on winning celebrity
endorsement or developing clever and funny ad
campaigns.
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The media industry was geared towards this model.
Radio DJs were good friends of the record labels.
Magazine editors would regularly receive product
samples and so on. In this model, the lines of influence
in the youth market were clearly defined and winning
the game simply became a decision about which agency
to hire to do the job rather than on the nature of the
marketing strategy itself.
Fast forward to the 21st century and the game changes;
the lines of influence no longer exist. Sure, media will
tell you TV still influences young people but compared
to what? Every media decision now needs to be a
relative one. Advertising works, but compared to what?
Is Advertising actually a better form of influence than,
say, recommendation? Just because it works, doesn’t
mean it’s right.
In the world of digital diasporas, Fans are the
gatekeepers. Trevor and Kevin may be 9% of your
market in terms of numbers but they comprise 65% of
its word-of-mouth. And given that two-thirds of youth
purchasing decisions are made on the basis of
recommendation not advertising, it means that opinions
of this 9% influence the opinions of the remaining 91%.
In short, if you don’t know who your fans are you’re
only operating at 35% capacity and that’s bad news.
Consider the new media landscape as Brands-FansCustomers. Fans have their own tribe which they
influence and lead. Trevor Moran is more motivated to
build a following than Apple’s marketing managers are.
When Trevor’s followers ask him on which editing
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software to choose he recommends Final Cut Express
(an Apple product). Understanding the intricate and
symbiotic relationship between the three is key to also
understanding how youth marketing works. This is no
longer about converting a market of customers to your
message but developing lines of influence in that market
by leveraging the fans.
When Trevor Moran lamented the demise of a beef taco
at TacoBell via Twitter, TacoBell responded
immediately informing him that it was, in fact, only a
limited edition line.
The conversation generated
currency within Trevor’s own following who
contributed and furthered the discussion. The net result?
They are thinking about TacoBell again. The mistake
brands make today is trying to target customers directly.
They aren’t listening. They’re only listening to Trevor.
The good news is that brands can benefit from this
relationship if used effectively. A brand can have a
meaningful relationship with a small group of fans (as
with the Taco Bell incident) but will stretch its resources
to the mass resulting in generic (read meaningless)
communication.
Nurturing fans and customers is like nurturing a garden;
there is a natural order of things. Relationships take
time. Ghani Kunto recalls a story from his youth in
Papua where town planners, frustrated with the progress
of the local flora after felling the indigenous trees
decided to concrete over the space and paint it green.
Sure, you’ve got results, but nobody gets passionate
about concrete. Similarly, advertising is taking a
fledgling garden and concreting over the conversations
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in the quest for immediate results. If Lego started
advertising how to build your own Barad-Dur chances
are Kevin and friends would find their own significance
and unique discovery compromised.

Everyone	
  has	
  Fans	
  
When we think of fans we think of teenagers getting
excited about Nikes and BlackBerries after seeing them
promoted on hip hop videos. Hip hop has provided a
useful line of influence to brands over the past decade-from promoting Courvoisier and Cristal spirits to
Escalades. So, when underground rapper from Nigeria-J20--starts propping Indomie instant noodles from
Indonesia, you have to wonder if product placement has
perhaps taken a step to far.
But this isn’t product placement, J20’s decision to
eschew the benefits of Indomie’s best selling noodle
brand was purely a personal one--he liked the taste.
“Tomorrow” says J20 “is 2 packets away.” Comments
on the YouTube video range from disbelief to a whole
host of Indonesian supports who seize the opportunity to
reinforce their noodle’s cultural superiority over
wannabe rivals, to more personal attacks on the less
informed commenters who ask “is it Malaysian?”
Back home in Indonesia, Indomie continues to carve out
its student base of fans. Rival Mie Sedap (literally
“delicious noodle”) vies for attention by claiming a
better tasting noodle and deeper marketing pockets.
When Indomie focused on building relationships with
grassroots fans in the student world, Sedap aimed to
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capture retailer shelf space and high visibility celebrities
like Titi Kamal posing in a provocative angel costume.
Ask any Indonesian student which noodle brand they’d
buy, the answer inevitably comes back “Indomie.”
World over, student fans gravitate towards simple
noodle brands. In India, Nestle’s Maggi nurtures a
community of its own. With over 450,000 likes on
Facebook, fans like Devika Singh reveal their emotional
attachment to the brand stating “i love Maggi, i eat it
every day.” Like Indomie, Maggi and even Pot Noodle
in the UK, there are brands out there that are continuing
to grow its grass roots fan base, one customer at a time,
by focusing on creating simple products that allow fans
to share their stories. When Indonesian students
recommended the “internet” in the 90s they weren’t
talking about TCPIP based gadgets. They were talking
about Indomie + Kornet (kornet in Indonesian is
corned/bully beef), an odd variation to the recipe that
students had created.
In India, Maggi actively
encourages its fans to share recipes and connect with
each other over these ideas.

Liked	
  vs	
  Loved	
  
We’ve ignored the inconvenient truth of marketing: our
whole marketing careers we’ve been trying to get youth
to like us, when all along we’ve ignored the fans who
already loved us.
Seth Godin uses the analogy “getting elected” and this is
what youth marketing used to be like.
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If you were selling mobile phones, you’d want the
biggest possible market share. That’s no different to
getting 51% of the votes and winning the seat.
Traditional marketing can’t entertain the concept of
focusing only on 9% of the electorate.
In the 21st century, youth marketing has no longer
become about getting elected. The guy with the most
votes doesn’t win. In 2011, Nokia began to report
crumbling market shares around the world and financial
analysts were quick to put the boot in, claiming that
Nokia’s real troubles had yet to filter through to the
market. What their most pivotal failure was not the
decline of the brand but loss of fans. When 13 year olds
start saying “Nokia? Meh…” in your research, you
know that Nokia has potentially another 10 years of
problems feeding through the market.
Some of our most common failures in youth marketing
lie in failing to distinguish between “liked” and “loved.”
Just because you liked a brand on Facebook doesn’t
mean you’ll spend 2 months building something out of
its products. What counts today is being loved--not by
everybody, but the 9% that count. If they like you, you
might as well be invisible.
When we first conducted field research on the liked vs.
loved question for handset brands we found that 71% of
youth “Liked” Nokia--the highest of all brands but when
it came to “Love,” they came behind Apple, BlackBerry,
Samsung and SonyEricsson. In fact, it is the “Loved”
brands that have fared the best in the 2 years we have
been running the research. Back in 2009, Apple and
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BlackBerry accounted for less than 9% of the market
share but they comprised 22% of industry revenues and
62% of profits.
In business sense, love really does make sense. When
fans love you, your marketing dollars go a lot further.
Your churn rate is lower and you are far more likely to
have receptive users when you launch new products.
When a store employee asks Trevor Moran to turn the
music down he doesn’t engage in a negative PR
campaign assault against Apple, he sucks it up and gives
them the benefit of the doubt. When an airline losers a
passenger’s guitar however, the whole world finds out.

Building	
  Beachheads:	
  Influence	
  the	
  
Influencers	
  
"Everybody had a feeling something was going to
happen but nobody knew what...."
For a brief moment, Chuck paused to reflect. The
audience leaned forward in anticipation. Since his days
at Public Enemy he’s been out of the spotlight of
mainstream media, supporting communities, involved in
grass roots activism and taking care of business in the
music scene. Such is his gravitas and respect among
musicians from all backgrounds. When Chuck speaks,
people listen.
When Chuck got his start, it was way back in 1976. The
Jackson 5 had left Motown and rebranded as the
Jacksons, Cold Crush began showing up on the New
York music scene and every wannabe young urban New
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Yorker was beginning to discover block parties, boom
boxes and mix tapes. Chuck D was a youthful 18-year
old. He recalls the story of his journey into hip hop at
the Red Bull Music Academy in Barcelona to an
exclusive audience of 40 aspirant young musicians, DJs
and performers hand selected by Red Bull to participate
in their decade old grass roots project. Hip Hop owes
its enormous popularity to "keeping it real"--being
authentic. Authenticity is all about the "no sell out," the
grass roots credibility that makes these two icons
sustainable as fashion blows its fickle winds of change.
If you know hip-hop, he needs no introduction, but if
you don't, you'll know of Public Enemy. Public Enemy
opened the ears of the world to hip hop in the 80s, and
built it on a solid foundation of grass roots support,
despite a media blanket avoidance of their provocative
message. As they said, “this time the revolution will not
be televised.”
“My exposure was through the DJs and their mixtapes"
explains Chuck to an audience half his age, who were
engaged by the story and respected one of black music's
larger than life legends. "The mobile sound systems in
Long Island were doing parties. Not only were they
mobile, but we had to be mobile too," he explains as he
charts the rise of hip hop from its birth around New
York block parties to the global music force it is today.
It was an era when the radio was dominant. Pirate
stations provided the social fabric for young black
communities as for those cross the river in Inglewood
New Jersey as well as in the Bronx, Harlem and Queens.
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The scene was heavily localized--sound systems in the
parks supported by grass roots advocacy and created
local legends that had to move up if the music was to
progress. Grandmaster Flash and Melle Mel are names
synonymous with the early emergence of New York's
hip hop mainly because they made the move from local
beachheads of support to the club and later the recording
industry by 1979.
Unlike trends, movements have foundations that are
ultimately sustainable because they continue to offer
their people a behavioral platform on which trends can
be manufactured and let go. But it takes time, passion
and faith to build – core values shared by organizers like
Torsten Schmidt whose roots in the burgeoning German
techno scene of the 90s allowed him to cut his teeth on
building, nurturing and curating youth culture.

Trends	
  vs	
  Movements:	
  A	
  Comparison	
  
Brand
Activity
Focus
Output

Results

Trends
Chasing and
reacting to the
market

Movements
Building a tribe around
the brand’s DNA

Objects: What’s
hot now?
Safe, try to
please the
masses

People: What do youth
always love?
Can create controversy,
attract the kind of
crowd you choose

Immediate, short
term

Long term
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Lifetime

Cyclical

Perpetual

“Originally I was dubious” Schmidt recalls. “We were
thinking ‘here’s another brand that wants to buy its way
into the market’.” So many companies before and since
Red Bull had tried and failed at making their brands
appear authentic by buying a slice of the action, so how
was the Academy going to be any different?
It’s a question Fans ask every day. Given their capacity
to influence large numbers of customers, you’d expect
fans to regularly courted by advertisers and
trendspotters.
“When we started the Academy, you have to remember
this was the mid 90s, an era of ‘cool hunting’ and ‘trend
spotting.’ Everyone was trying to hijack youth culture
back then. You’d see people running around Berlin’s
Love Parade with inflatable mobile phones or giving
away backpacks stuffed with tampons to girls at raves.
It was just clueless, almost disrespectful of these
brands.”
“Making it work” explains Schmidt “meant people in
the scene talking to people in the scene. We were all
about connecting them with each other. In the first year
we had lawyers sitting there for like 3 hours talking
through contracts. Then we realized that we needed
artists who lived it rather than suits who were simply
cashing in on the trend. If you had De La Soul’s Prince
Paul telling you about sample clearance you’re going to
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listen more closely. It was about respect and connecting
people who respected each other.”
Respect is core to any youth culture. Know your place,
earn your stripes. Brands, artists or pundits that tried to
fake it by shortcutting their rise to prominence were
called out, named and shamed.
So, growing a
permission asset like the Academy needed people who
were grass-roots to make it happen.
“It helped that Red Bull itself came from the club
culture and had figured they needed to reinvest in that
culture. For them it was simply a case of reconnecting
with their roots. But how do you do that apart from
putting a stupid banner on the back of the DJ booth?”
You can’t buy authenticity and attention with youth.
You have to earn it and there is no better way to earn it
than to let the community speak for themselves. Dad
will never be cool, but Dad can buy his kids a phone to
talk to their friends--now that’s cool. Getting through to
the Trevors of this world means building a community
of people he can connect with. If he’s a Nike fan, then
give him access to likeminds. If he’s a Kindle advocate,
support the homes where these likeminds hangout. If
he’s an all American teen, then give him a place or even
through which he can interact with his friends.
Unfortunately, doing anything meaningful like setting
up an academy, means building for the future--investing.
Sure, Red Bull was investing itself in high visibility,
short lived projects that would spike activity, but to
make these authentic, it needed solid foundations within
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the culture. It meant creating an asset rather than
sponsoring an event, and all of this would take time and
patience--qualities lost on organizations constantly
driven by the need to report to the street or turn around
its investments in the confines of the 90 day window.
It’s in this quick-fix environment that marketers feel the
enduring pressure to throw money at the problem,
commit to a flash mob or be seduced by the agency Big
Idea.
Chuck D talks of Flash and Mel's authenticity. They
were "able to bleed into what's happening at the club
level and also at the college level" before they made it to
vinyl. From January 1978 to October 1979 the date of
the first rap record, the scene was intense carried by a
wave of localized enthusiasm and localized heroes
creating the foundations for a movement that was more
than a trend. And so patrons of assets like the Academy
are able to tap into the communities, trends and vibes
which they support.
As Schmidt explains, “You touch so many aspects of the
cultural fabric of the city through this project – value
you can’t get from simply sponsoring a stage at a
festival. Modern patronage is mostly done clumsily.
Rather than meaningful partnerships brands tend to want
to pimp the marketing. You claim ownership of
something with pimping it.”
Public Enemy’s rise to fame in the late 80s was itself the
manifestation of a groundswell of activity at the
grassroots level. A movement was born and stars like
Public Enemy was not only riding the wave, they also
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invested heavily back into the energy of the community
too. The Academy exemplifies how marketing bar has
been raised for companies too.
RBMA is just one of a growing number of stories
emerging from the marketing world that demonstrates
how marketing with is far more effective at engaging
youth than marketing to. As brands struggle with the
engagement thing they turn to their agencies for silver
bullets that can relieve them of their short-term crisis.
We’d rather rearrange the window dressing than the
store itself. We’d rather throw money at the problem
and hire in Lady Gaga than focus on building long-term
sustainable organic relationships with our customers.
Slowly but surely, we are changing. These long-term
case studies don’t deliver overnight but when they do
they provide further ammunition for the change agent
when trying to sell the case internally. Every day, they
grow in number. Today it’s Threadless, Monster, Jones,
Red Bull and Jet Blue, but tomorrow it will be change
agents in P&G, Unilever, Kraft, Verizon, Citibank and
Nokia who use these case studies to save their brand
portfolios from disappearing into irrelevance.
Converse has opened its own studios for fledgling youth
bands who need free recording time (bear in mind this is
a footwear brand). Vogue has begun identifying its
influencer network of 1,000 magazine fans. P&G is
building out its Tremor network of young moms and
influencers. Time is ready to activate the fans, build a
sandbox, start a movement.
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Red Bull works because it isn’t selling to you and me.
It’s selling to the sold. Traditional marketing finishes at
point of sale. Youth marketing today needs to begin at
point of sale. Stop advertising, start activating the fans.
There is a group of fans out there who need your
products and tools. You have to create them a home for
their passions and turn this market into a Beachhead.
Forget about the 90%, focus more on the 10% who have
their ears, eyes and attention.
Sell to the sold.

Key	
  Questions	
  for	
  Youth	
  Marketers	
  
•
•
•
•

Who are my Fans?
What are they doing, and what do they love?
How can my product help Fans tell their stories?
What can my brand do to help connect Fans?
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5.	
  Brand	
  Management	
  	
  
vs.	
  Brand	
  Democracy	
  
Are you finding new ways to tell your brand’s story or
new ways to help customers tell theirs?
Every customer asks this of your brand –
“where am I in this story?”
Customers are the brand
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We	
  are	
  the	
  Media	
  now	
  
Nancy Bean embarked on a year-long project capturing
rather mundane photos a day of everyday life, her
surrounds and family taken by an automated camera
attached to her body. One photo a minute, 400 times a
day. Her work was good enough to feature in its own
exhibition in Arles, France.
Nothing strange here, you may think, except the kicker
in this story is that Nancy Bean is actually a threelegged cat.
The democratization of media is a double edge sword.
On the one hand, mass access to the tools of creation.
On the other, a mass cheapening of the format. It’s here
where the moot point in the future direction of
marketing occurs. Journalists, analysts and media
owners lament the rising tide of youth on Youtube
capturing everything inane from spitting contests covers
of Justin Bieber songs. Surely, they believe, youth will
still need the authority of the qualified?
Across the internet are examples of cheap marketing-from Fred Figglehorn to The Fine Brothers and their
“How Kids React” video shorts. To the qualified eye
they are crass, inane and not worthy of critical acclaim
but to us they are the beginning of a democratic media
that has just found its first steps.
In the era before mobile phones people had answering
machines. These small boxes sat on your coffee table
and bleeped incessantly until you acknowledged they
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had collected messages for you in their absence. When
they first arrived on the scene, people refused to leave
messages on them. Within time, we were recording
personalized greetings with Clint Eastwood and
Superman.
Now, of course, answering machines are history but the
precedent was set. We got used to sending short
messages that conveyed information rather than chitchat - albeit in the audio format. Within a decade we’d
be sending text and email.
Similarly, our media consumption habits are being
transformed. Fred Figglehorn amassed 115 million
views on his YouTube channel alone, with 804 million
views of his uploads. That’s nearly 1 billion views.
Consider that for a minute, we’re talking about a
teenager with a video camera--nothing more. More
people watched Fred Figglehorn's content than the
World Cup Final and all of Seinfeld's episodes from
1991 to 1998 combined (or all the Superbowls or
American Idols in the last 10 years). Think about that
for a minute! Sure, it may be cheap but that doesn’t
detract from its social value. Each of Fred’s shorts is as
valuable social currency to its viewers as an episode of
Friends or Lost.
Media owners and advertisers will cling on to the
concept of high-end content but the youth have spoken.
Sure, Lady Gaga is a hit but compared to what? The
ROI of marketing on a Gaga endorsement is
incomparable to the Earned Media generated by a $10
video created by a group of fans on YouTube. We cling
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on to Lady Gaga because Earned Media is limited by
our imagination. We have none, so we buy mass. Yet,
consider what democratization could really do for you.
Some media owners are waking up.
Natalie Tranh, the Vietnamese Australian who regularly
shared her thoughts on life, travel and culture on The
Community Channel won herself a coveted paid
position with Lonely Planet. Figglehorn secures himself
a movie rights deal. Content owners are slowing waking
up to the idea that it makes business sense for the market
to take all the risk and identify the content and messages
first.
Right now, rising stars of the community need big
brands and corporations for their distribution, they need
the social proof of the words “bestseller” on the album
artwork, bookcover and in the magazine reviews. Justin
Bieber may be the half-step towards how this model can
identify talent. It’s not quite brand democracy but we
head in that direction. We are approaching an era where
the model could market the talent too.

New	
  Media	
  Business	
  as	
  Usual
When Dell decided to do the “social” thing it arrived at
an idea (or more accurately put its agency pitched it on
the idea) that Dell, unlike the other notebook brands,
could better represent the consumer. One spot shows
Betty, a grandmother, explaining how she uses her Dell
smartphone to keep in touch with her grandchildren. In
another we see Sarah, a young girl with an Inspiron R
and a crush on Justin Bieber.
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Dell has always been a relatively strong performer when
it comes to brand positioning so this is essentially a
brand playing from a position of strength. But, what we
should never assume is that a brand today is worth
anything to youth tomorrow. Nokia has learned this the
hard way. In Dell’s “More You” campaign, Dell
emphasizes self-identification with “clever” twists that
include rebranding the iconic Dell logo in the name of
the user.
And this is what so much agency advertising is about-expensive gimmicks on the client’s account. Real youth
marketing doesn’t run campaigns. Real youth marketing
isn’t about gimmicks. That’s why if you want to get
youth marketing right, best avoid most agencies
altogether.
The sticking point is the democracy thing. Great brands
like Nike, Converse, Threadless or Monster don’t use
new media to find new ways to tell brand stories. They
use it to help youth tell their own. Monster builds an
army to profile the fans and helps them connect
globally. Threadless lets its designers take control of the
creative agenda. Converse creates communities and
spaces that enable fans to share and Nike builds
platforms--from apps to soccer pitches--to support the
rising stars of tomorrow. Remember the moonwalking
bear challenge we set way back in chapter 3? Well,
here’s the follow on--youth are always asking “Where
am I in this story?”
Youth don’t want a dialogue with your brand. They
don’t want to be your friend on Facebook they just want
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you to help them connect with each other. Dialogue is
out there. Don’t interrupt it with your own boring
monologue. Support theirs.
When BlackBerry posts on its Facebook fanpage it soon
learns that no matter how much youth love BlackBerry,
they really aren’t interested in interacting with the brand.
BlackBerry asks: “Is there a concert you can't wait to
see?! It’s easy to mix up dates or misplace details—even
for the concert of the year. When you buy tickets using
Ticketmaster for BlackBerry smartphones v2.0, you can
add your concert schedule to your calendar to ensure
you‘re always in the know. Check it out in Beta Zone!”
To which the “fans” replied
Riby Caem: “3008D468”
Nickquelle Leadon: “Please add me 2384AAF”
Akinbami Akodot: “Add me (2357DE64)”
Chandra Irawan: “227AB23D jakarta”
Young people are exchanging BBM pins as you would
email addresses. They are not interested in interacting
with BlackBerry the brand. They’re interested in using
the platform to interact with each other. BlackBerry’s
announcements itself is just noise.
The opposite of brand democracy is not brand
dictatorship, but what we teach at business school and
on marketing courses--brand management.
Brand
management is the enemy of youth marketing because it
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exists only to serve the interest of the organization.
Brand management is that voice in marketing telling
youth to be quiet and listen to this cool announcement.
Remember in the introduction we said that your own
organization is your own competitor? Well, here you
have one of the very tools employed by the machine to
prevent change.
Brand management manages
everything--how the brand should be, the brand story,
the brand template, brand equity and so on. Nothing in
brand management allows young people to take control
and play with the brand. Brand management is giving
young people the done deal. Brand democracy is giving
them a set of Lego bricks to play with.

Brand	
  Management	
  vs	
  Brand	
  Democracy:	
  A	
  
Comparison	
  
Brand
Management
Owner

Brand
Democracy
Custodian

Customers are

Buyers, End
Users,
destinations for
marketing and
new products

The Brand,
partners in
marketing and
new product
development

Marketing
approach

Rely heavily on
expensive paid
media

Generate
customer driven
earned media,

The brand as
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Innovation
approach

Top-down,
begins with an
internal product
based agenda

Communication
approach

One-directional
broadcast
messages from
brand to
customers

Corporate
culture

Build walls that
alienate
organization
from customers

Bottom-up,
begins with
existing need
gaps in the
market
Dialogue
between Fans
and customers
facilitated by
brand
Build lasting
relationships
that included
customers in
brand building

Marketing	
  to	
  vs.	
  Marketing	
  with	
  
John Green gives hope to the thousands of undiscovered
artists, poets, singers, songwriters and creatives out
there; his story is how brand democracy works for the
rising stars of our community. Sure, the crowd can
never produce another New York Times or a John Pilger
but within the market there are leaders who have trusted
voices that, with the right encouragement and brand
support, could make a real difference.
Years ago, you’d need money to buy 30 second spots on
TV. You’d need a brand manager to instruct an agency
to run a campaign on that spot. This of course, cost
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money too. Then there were the focus groups you ran as
pre-campaign dips to verify that youth really did like
your jingle. Branding used to be an expensive business.
We wouldn’t be writing about John Green.
Today, however, branding can be cheap. Not cheap in
the sense that it’s low quality but cheap in the sense that
anybody can do it, and anybody is. No longer do we see
expensive TV adverts as the moniker of a brand
successful enough to buy TV advertising space, we
increasingly see it as an annoyance. Two-thirds of
youth buy based on the recommendations of their peers-this is branding too.
John Green, is a regular 33 year old American author
who rose to prominence in 2005 with his debut novel
“Looking for Alaska.” Recognizing the power of the
medium, Green openly conversed with his fans on issues
ranging from the content of the novels to his fractious
relationship with the publisher. He was infamously
quoted as saying “I don’t take directions from Penguin.”
When Green took up tweeting and video blogging his
ideas and thoughts it wasn’t long before he generated a
following of a million potential readers. Green has 1.1
million Twitter followers, half a million followers on
YouTube, 62,000 on Facebook, 60,000 on Nerdfighters,
27,000 on Yourpants and 26,000 on Tumblr. Within
this group there were the fans who wanted to co-create
with him--the 9%. Soon after announcing the birth of
his new book “The Fault in Our Stars” fans were already
tweeting illustrations of the book’s cover. Green’s
novel was scheduled to launch in May 2012 but by June
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2011, within a week of announcing its inception, it had
reached #1 on Amazon.
Green is not alone. 26 year-old Amanda Hocking
became one of a select but growing number of authors
who have generated over $1 million in sales from their
individual ebooks alone. Before Hocking made the
headlines in the mainstream press only her fans had
known about her.
In the 21st century, customers are the brand. What they
say is far more important than what comes out of your
creative agency and marketing department. This will
take time to adapt to, of course, but the speed of
adaptation is key to long term brand survival. As a
marketing friend once confided, “Advertising is like sex,
only losers are paying for it.”
Marketing to youth is buying media space--whether on
Facebook or TV and trying to use that real estate to
broadcast your story to them. Sure, you may have some
interactive or social element but it’s still fundamentally
about you and your brand. Marketing with youth,
however, is about recognizing them as the most adept
storytellers. You supply them with the tools to go tell
their story. You simply benefit from the reflected glory
and the leveraged position of being the platform that
facilitates this social interaction.
Boring brands need to be managed. They don’t help
youth connect with each other, they interrupt them.
Their marketing strategy focuses on segmenting that
market down to one isolated individual but the reality is
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that nobody wants to be alone, everyone wants to know
how you will connect them with the mass. That’s why
boring brands have to throw a lot of money at the
problem to get some of it to stick and this is called
advertising. Advertising is a tax on the boring brand.
Exciting brands allow youth to take control. This is not
open-house branding where you simply say to youth
“hey, what’s up?” this is about providing leadership,
setting the tone and building a platform.

From	
   One	
   to	
   One	
   to	
   Many	
   to	
   Many:	
  
Open	
  Source	
  Culture	
  
Idle and Nunn’s “Tweets from Tahrir” is an excellent
insight into how watershed events in history are
increasingly accessible to us not as a monolithic set of
facts and ideas but as individual and very personal
stories. Covering the “Arab Spring” of 2011, the book
profiles many of the individual messages sent by the
young protesters who gathered in the fateful square.
Many cover the obvious, such as:
“Internet’s back in #Egypt. I've been camping out in
Tahrir for 4 days n will remain until #Mubarak leaves.
#jan25 12:03:06.” Tarek Shalaby (web designer who
camped out in a tent in the square). Others recount a
narrative not made available to the mainstream media:
“He Was trying to protect a little girl! Captured people
are with weapons, knives, some police! 17:28:03.
Beleidy (a travel writer and co-founder of an Egyptian
travel website).
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Free speech is one thing but having access to the tools of
storytelling that allow you to recount your own narrative
is another. The mass availability of mobile phones and
in many cases, the mass availability of cheap Chinese
mobile phones has given everybody a voice. Even the
most oppressive and stifling regimes have met their
nemesis
in
the
democratization
of
media.
When everybody has a voice, the playing field becomes
more level. No longer is it about who has control of the
distribution channels but who becomes the most trusted
and believable and this plays right into the hands of the
people.
Youth marketing too needs to learn how to cede control.
The monolithic storytelling of the last 50 years has to
compete with numerous parallel narratives. What your
agency says about the brand also has to compete with
what fans and their tribes say about it. Who do you
listen to?
When UK fashion retailer Next decided to launch its
own reality-TV style search for the “Next Model” its
plans came unstuck. The winner wasn’t a glamorous, 15
year old improbably proportioned demigod, but a 24
year-old computing science graduate from Belfast called
Roland Bunce. This red haired, overweight geeky type
who isn’t blessed with model looks destroyed the
competition generating 25,000 likes on his Facebook
page compared with second place, who notched on 97.
And the interesting thing is that Roland never
voluntarily entered the competition, he was forwarded as
a joke by his college friends.
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This unfortunate turn of events for Next places them in
an awkward position which hadn’t gone unnoticed by
the fans who voted Roland to #1 spot. If Next were to
pull Bunce they’d risk the wrath of both the fans and the
maintream media for their cruel and elitist ways. If they
went with the plan, they’d end up with a face that
wouldn’t sell their products. So, what does Next do?
Next’s problem isn’t the result of a poorly managed
brand but a poorly conceived plan. Roland Bunce is
merely the embodiment of the same protests voiced by
young Egyptians in Tahrir square--a refusal to subscribe
to a story they increasingly failed to believe in. Next
needs to discharge the creative agency who conceived
this old fashioned idea and start investigating how youth
actually interact with fashion.
Fashion to youth isn’t a popularity contest where the
most beautiful kid in school wins--fashion is something
that everybody has a voice in. Take a look at sites like
Chictopia or Lookbook.nu and see how youth interact
with fashion. On Lookbook you can see the thousands
of fashion styles submitted by youth, on their own
accord and with their own money. Adam G, a 19 yearold “free spirit from Riverside California” shares his
“Triangle Saga” style which attracts hundreds of both
supportive and critical comments.
“So Freaking
Awesome” says Aleksi T. The comments come in from
around the world. The diaspora transcends traditional
geographical borders and the walls built by its marketing
strategies. Where Next comes in is in creating the
platform for this to take place, promoting the fans and
setting the tone/guidelines for this community to
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happen. The rest they can leave to the people who know
best.

Learning	
  to	
  Stand	
  Back
Boba Fett is, by a long margin, the most widely coveted
Star Wars action figure. If you found yourself the
fortunate owner of an original model with working
rocket launcher you could be in the possession of a
collectible worth $16,000.
For most Star Wars fans, the mysterious character of
Boba Fett who said little but implied much, the direction
in the first three original movies needed little
improvement. It’s when George Lucas released the
prequel trilogies and gave the bounty hunter an extended
role that filled in the missing gaps such as what he
actually spoke like, who he was, where he came from
and so on that fans began to protest. Lucas had
shattered their childhood dreams by dispelling the
illusion.
The Star Wars fan community is an active one. The
grassroots project “Star Wars Uncut” spawned from one
fan’s idea (Casey Pugh) to segment the movie into
individual 15 second chunks which were then offered up
to the community as an opportunity to recast the snippet
in their own interpretation. In time, 472 entries were cut
and spliced together from Lego, clay and computer
graphics remakes to full on directed scenes featuring
amateur actors.
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When a brand means something to somebody, that brand
needs to be careful about how it evolves its marketing
message. Although Star Wars fans have individual
interpretations of the original movies, they are all agreed
that there isn’t one correct narrative--it’s their story.
Star Wars simply gives them the opportunity to retell
that narrative whether it’s in claymation format of
dressed as a storm trooper on Tatooine.
The iconic brand lives in its customers and marketers
sometimes need to learn to simply stand back and let it
happen. Sure, keep making tools but don’t try to
overwrite these conversations by developing a
monolithic marketing message that removes their ability
to create these interpretations.
“The People vs George Lucas” debuted at SXSW in
Austin 2010 to much acclaim. The movie is dedicated
not to George Lucas as the genesis of their passions but
to the Star Wars trilogy itself. It’s almost as if the brand
has taken on its own life that transcends the role of
Lucas as the brand owner.
The website reads:
“So, for those of you who feel betrayed, disappointed,
infuriated or traumatized by George Lucas, there's
finally a movie for you, the fascinating, excellent
documentary The People vs. George Lucas, which not
only details the crimes Lucas has committed against his
fans, but goes much deeper, examining the Star Wars
phenomenon, the man who created it, its fans and the
very idea of culture itself.”
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But if fans didn’t care, if this was simply a case of “like
vs. un-like” they wouldn’t have gone to the extent of
investing time, effort and money into the movie
creation. As the directors themselves note on the
website: “For all its criticism, this film is a love letter to
Lucas from fans desperate to forgive him despite what
he's put them through, that I enjoyed immensely.”
We are dealing with fans, people who love the brand
already. Perhaps you don’t know who they are. Perhaps
you are trying to monetize the customers before the
interests of the fans. Perhaps you see their input as
meddlesome or obstructive. However you view it, these
vocal fans think themselves right.
Create the tools, stand back, let the magic happen.

Jared:	
  His	
  Story	
  
When Bob Ocwieja pitched Jared's story to Richard
Coad most would have thought the chances slim.
Here was a Subway franchisee from the coal face of
operations pitching to the pitch-guy. Coad was an
experienced master of the pitch who knew all the
intricacies of the art of persuasion. The pitch in question
was a 425 pound high-schooler from Indianapolis in his
junior year – Jared Fogle.
Why would anyone want this overweight self-confessed
junk-food junkie as a figurehead for their campaign?
And, furthermore, how were they to track this guy
down?
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The reason was simple – it was about them. “Them”
being the customers. Jared was authentic in that no
casting agency would have given him a second look
except for maybe “are you sure you’re supposed to be at
this audition?” Yet, Jared’s normality was also his
remarkability; Jared’s seemingly helpless food slavery
had created a heart-warming story that touched a
generation of potential customers. The 30 stone nohoper in size XXXXXXL shirts (yes, only in America
they make them that large) turned his junk food
addiction to a seemingly healthier alternative–-Subway.
At first piqued by the “7 Under 6” campaign, Jared
feasted on the 6 inch Turkey Sub for lunch followed by
a footlong veggie for dinner.
According to their own
website, Jared's daily Subway routine was as follow:
•
•

•

Breakfast—coffee
Lunch--"I ate the 6-inch turkey, tons of vegetables,
including hot peppers and a bit of spicy mustard."
He left off the mayonnaise and cheese and had a bag
of Baked Lays® potato chips and a diet soft drink
Dinner--Footlong veggie sub--again no mayonnaise
or cheese. The “Subway diet” became a fixture.

Gone were Big Macs and in their place lower calorie
alternatives combined with a brisk walk to the new
store. Remarkably, within 3 months, Jared shed 100
pounds and weighed a slighter 150kg (down from 193).
Seven hundred Subway sandwiches later, Jared had lost
over 100kg.
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His story caught the attention of Men’s Health in their
article “Stupid Diets that Work”, a story which
ultimately reached Ocwieja and then Coad. For Coad,
here was an opportunity to overcome public hostility to
fast food advertising. Few youth trust brand claims. So,
how would they react if the narrative was changed from
being about Subway to being about Jared?
Jared was too implausible a choice for a casting agency
to select that it had to be authentic. Finding this
mystery eater mentioned only briefly in Men’s Health
added to the backstory that made Jared’s one of the best
early examples of successfully re-engineering the brand
narrative.
On the instructions of Coad, an intern was sent to every
Subway in town to locate the “subway guy.” Scouring
every Subway near campus offered up clues to his
location until one counter clerk said “Oh that’s Jared, he
comes here every day.” All the intern had to do was sit
and wait.
When Coad’s men finally made contact with Jared, the
agency went to work on creating the commercial – a
campaign that achieved significant success reflected in
media interest from USA Today, Fox and Oprah. The
picture of Jared beaming from the advertising hoardings
holding his 62 inch jeans and the following “Tour de
Pants" were iconic additions to a project that
materialized as top line gains.
Subway claim the campaign spiked sales by 18 percent
in 2000, and 16% the following year. So successful was
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Jared as the figurehead for Subway's marketing that
when the two parties decided to enter a trial separation
in 2005 Subway's sales dipped 10%. It wasn't just one
way traffic in the relationship, though, Jared did
handsomely from endorsement and as he said himself
"The Subway chain helped save my life over and over. I
can't ever repay that."
Fast forward to 2011 and Subway makes the news again
but this time for the wrong reasons.
Photographed outside a US store stands an
advertisement featuring a young girl holding a
seemingly enormous Subway sandwich. Sure, it’s life
size--Subway really does deliver value for money except
when the photographer points out the girl holding the
sandwich is, in fact, a midget. How far we have come-from the beginnings of a marketing philosophy that
promised to incorporate customers in the storytelling
process, to one that gets caught out trying to hoodwink
customers.
Generation O have become very adept at spotting the
brands that cut corners to drive up short term sales. The
temptation is there, but it’s actually more work to do
less work. Customers will trust you less. Negative
recommendations will reduce your future marketing
ROI. Our challenge is having faith in the idea that youth
marketing is about investing in the long-term
relationships, building assets and letting go. It’s having
faith enough to resist these insidious temptations--a
sneaky marketing campaign here or a “gotcha”
paragraph in the terms
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6.	
  Top	
  Down	
  vs.	
  
Bottom	
  Up	
  
Innovation	
  
Innovation starts at the point we can say “I don’t know”
Real innovation doesn’t come from product
development departments or people with “innovation” in
their job title but the curations of numeorous social
interactions and conversations with the market
Everybody wants to understand what makes good
innovation but very few people have asked why it
happens and explored its social dimension
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Experience	
  vs.	
  	
  Expertise	
  
If you get the chance to walk the city of Cologne,
Germany, make sure you pay attention to the seemingly
innocuous. We’ve already mentioned the lovelocks on
the bridge. You will also see small metallic gutters
running down the side of the stone staircases. At first,
you might think they’re there to handle rain runoffs in
case of flash floods or typhoons, but they are none of the
sort. It’s only when you see a cyclist coming down the
steps walking the bike in the gutter next to her does it
click. This clever invention could only have been
developed by a cyclist - no town planner could innovate
like this.
Our models of innovation are often confined by the
stories we tell about innovation itself. We go to school
and learn about Pythagoras or Archimedes. We learn
about the Chinese Empress and the discovery of silk.
Almost all of these stories are no more than half-truths.
The real innovation didn’t happen in the mind of one
person. It happened in the many. That’s the beauty of
innovation--it’s an everyday social process that is
generated through the experienced, not the experts. That
means young people on the front line, not propeller
heads in the labs.
Youth after all “discovered” SMS, Facebook, Napster,
file sharing and BBM. We, the eggheads, invented
location based services and MMS. Experience beats
expertise every time because experts are paid to invent,
to innovate. Cyclists, however, innovate because they
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have a real need. Inspiration comes to them when they
are actually using the product.
When the mobile industry invented SMS they included
it in the GSM protocol because they thought network
engineers would need a format to send test messages
“Test message. Ignore. Delete.” Who on earth would
use a 160 character format when you had email, voice
and so on? Well, as it turns out youth did and now the
mobile industry is a mere $1 trillion better off as a
result.
Left to experts, innovation festers. Design agencies
design great salad spinners and alternatives to long haul
travel seating arrangements but experience changes lives
and industries. To you it’s a metallic drain, to them it
solves a real problem. That’s why we regularly
encourage clients to say “I don’t know.”

Innovation:	
  Comparison	
  of	
  Models
Top Down
Innovation manager,
Product
Development
Department, Design
agency

Bottom Up
Youth,
especially
teens, hackers

Startup
Assets

R&D Budget

Context, Fans,
platform for
Fans to connect

Driver

Reacting to industry

Addressing

Origin
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competition

behavioral
needs of the
customers

Objective

Better products

More social
currency

Innovation
comes from

Function of genius

Social process

Innovation’s
purpose

New products

Marketing

Brand’s role

Innovate

Curate

So much of failed innovation stems from the belief that
one individual had to have all the answers. If you look
at the world’s first roller coaster built in Cone Island in
1884, you see an idea that’s half-baked and nothing
compared to what roller coasters are today. Sure, the
ideas are the same, but the product is fundamentally
different in execution.
The first joy-riders travelled sideways in the coaster car
because our concept of open-car rail transport was based
on the tracks laid in mines. It was only later on that the
ride’s owners discovered that a more pleasurable and
less dangerous experience could be had by all by simply
sitting forward facing. The concept evolved over time-from sideways to front-facing; from a single strip of
track, to a continuous loop as they are today. The
designers innovated not through expertise--the only
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experts at the time were Pennsylvania coal miners who
knew little about riding the rails for pleasure. The
designers innovated through experience--through
countless interactions and iterations based on seeing and
tweaking the daily experiences of the Cone Island
coaster’s users.

The	
  Monorail	
  
When Springfield picked up a windfall of $3 million, the
town committee was tasked with deciding how to invest
the money. Would they, as Marge Simpson proposed,
invest the money in cleaning up the Main Street and
revitalizing its ailing commercial district? Or would they
opt for a shiny new monorail as proposed by fast talking
snake oil salesman Lyle Lanley? Lanley had already
sold the Monorail to the people of Ogdenville, North
Haverbrook, and Brockway. His pitch was backed with
a musical number that had the townsfolk of Springfield
(Marge excepted) singing the Monorail’s praises. As
Springfield’s economy faltered, the Monorail promised
the silver bullet the people naively believed would
relieve them of their pain. They were suitably wowed
by agency pitchman Lanley, but after $3 million, their
dreams were never realized and Lanley was nowhere to
be seen.
The parable of the Simpson’s Monorail isn’t a sideswipe
at agency pitches but a wakeup call for all companies
that believe technology or marketing gimmicks can take
their pain away. Every top-down decision about
innovation is influenced, to a large degree, by the
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seductive influence of the Monorail. When we’re driven
by fear and its ugly child—bureaucracy—we are scared
to venture deeper into the world of consumer behavior,
psychology and interaction because it may unearth truths
we don’t want to hear, like youth don’t wake up
thinking about our brands, or they’re not paying
attention, or they simply don’t care. These truths exist
with every company. What separates Apple from
Microsoft, Jet Blue from United, and Monster from
Pepsi is that one accepts these truths and works from
that base of understanding, while the other tries to hide
them with flashy displays of gimmickry.
Seth Godin calls it the “Meatball Sundae” (from the
book of the same name). We believe adding a creamy
Sundae topping will make the meatballs taste better.
The topping which Seth alludes to are all the “sexy”
aspects of marketing --social media, Foursquare,
celebrities, sponsorship, interactive viral video
campaigns, flash mobs, Twitter, mobile barcodes and so
on. They have their place, but it’s in the meatballs the
dish is made or broken, the stuff most bureaucracies
both fail to get excited about and fear--building dialogue
with customers, co-creation, long term projects and
customer service.
We laugh at their gullibility but every brand or
organization is its own Springfield. The Superdome
probably brought more immediate returns and
excitement to the people of New Orleans than raising a
few muddy levees, but history is replete with stories of
people that have been punished for not building their
houses out of anything but bricks. We seek results in
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marketing just as we do in sports. That one signing, that
new manager will turn the season. We pay over the
odds for the next big idea or the next big player, only to
find ourselves constantly lurching from one promise to
the next at the mercy of the agencies and agents. We all
decry long term investment, seeking the immediate hit,
the immediate turnaround, yet it’s the teams that
invested in the long term that win out every time.
Slowly but surely they plug away at their grass roots and
ensure stability while the big brands pander to their need
to placate the market with big signings.
Perhaps the heart of the reason why we are stuck in a
top-down world of innovation is our fear of the
customer. Rather than spend a $100 on hiring a video
camera to go out and talk to these teens, we’d rather
spend $100K with a primary research company on focus
groups.
An industry colleague once confided that his head office
had commissioned a focus group to ask teens whether or
not they liked the new ad jingle. Total cost = $45K. It’s
understandable because teens can be quite scary.
Let’s face it. There couldn’t be anything more terrifying
to your average MBA than going on to the street and
talking to a bunch of teenagers. Once you’ve got passed
the obvious fears of mugging you’re faced with the real
possibility of the teens tearing your idea apart.
We’ve seen it first hand at an industry conference in
London where a panel of youth, organized by Julia
Shalet, ripped apart the seemingly innovative and
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brilliant ideas of a group of startup companies in a
fascinating role-reversal of Dragon’s Den (where the
younger players were the “Dragons”). Let’s just say that
30 minutes pitching their ideas to a group of unqualified,
unskilled and inexperienced “analysts” was the most
valuable 30 minutes of customer insights they’d ever
receive.

The	
  Spirit	
  of	
  Jugaad	
  
In rural Madhya Pradesh, India, the story of Lassi
vendors has become folklore.
Lassi--the yoghurt based drink often mixed with mango
for tourists or simply served with a pinch of salt for the
locals—is the staple of both manual workers and
professionals alike. MP, as it is known, is an extensive
suburb of the sprawling mass of city that’s called New
Delhi. Almost 30 million people are all packed into a
landscape that sprouts bold flyovers and billboards,
welcoming the arrival of the future like a rash across its
once passive existence. Growth and consumerism go
hand-in-hand, so the local population demands its
BlackBerry handsets, Louis Vuitton handbags and color
TVs.
It’s here in the turn of the millennium that domestic
consumer electronics manufacturer Videotron saw a
healthy growth in demand for its products. One
category in particular stood out--a specific model of toploading washing machine that was neither particularly
high on spec or a particularly attractive addition to the
increasingly image-concious Indian middle class
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household. Why did demand for this rather dated
washing machine continue to grow when it seemed
customers were dumping old-fashioned models across
the board in favor of modern variants?
It’s only when Videotron dispatched its people to the
streets of MP did they find their answer. Locals weren’t
washing their Levi’s or Diesel jeans at all. It was a large
group of street vendors producing Lassi that were
buying up the old stock. The old top-loading models
with their slow spin cycles and economic electricity
consumption were ideal mixing vessels for the yoghurt
drinks. They could keep them on slow spin all day
without racking up a large bill, while at the same time
not have to fork out for expensive catering equipment
designed specifically for the mixing juice but unable to
accommodate the large loads they were accustomed to.
Deviance is often used in the pejorative: rule-breakers,
rebels and dissidents. But it can also be essentially a
positive force for change. What happens when deviance
is the driving force for innovation? What happens when
your customers start breaking the rules in order to
produce a better product, a better way of connecting
with their friends or a better way of being significant?
For Videotron, here is the opportunity to create new
product lines. For a record label, however, in an
environment where Brand Bureaucracy rules decision
making - deviance can only be a threat to their business.
It took brands like Apple to realize that how youth
consumed music and the rules they were breaking was
essentially an opportunity to change with rather than
build a legal bulwark against the rising tide.
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And it follows that the most deviant of all customers are
the young. Youth have the time but not the money.
They have the greatest need for social tools because
their interactions number tens or hundreds on a daily
basis while adults can count them on their hands. It’s
also youth who have the least fear of making mistakes.
See how any child learns a language and you have, in
essence, the best business case as to why it should be
youth who are the harbingers of future product
development. Children who move to new countries and
are forced to learn a new language can become fluent in
a year. Adults can take a lifetime, should they ever
achieve that level. When an adult walks into a
restaurant and orders food in a foreign language his
immediate concern is looking stupid. The young don’t
care, so they learn a lot faster.
The Indian “Jugaad” - a four wheel tractor trailer
attached at the back of a motor bike has come to
symbolize more than just a quirk of innovation in the
subcontinent. For many Indians, the spirit of Jugaad is
one of deviance, the mistrust of established rules, the
striving for improvement and the constant quest to find
social tools within a limited budget. The spirit of
Jugaad is alive and well in both India and the youth
market. That’s why you’ll find the most exciting
innovations out there where the material resources are
the most limited rather than in the research labs.
Teens hack. That’s what they do. The spirit of Jugaad
is alive and well in the outsiders who are want of
resources and have the time. The question is, do you
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build walls to contain this behavior or do you actively
encourage it?
A 13 year-old boy from Croydon England invented a
doorbell that calls your mobile phone if you're out of the
house. Not a bad idea. It will earn him $400K. Brands
like Apple, Google and Facebook are actively courting
teens to incorporate this innovative drive into their longterm product development because they know teens
speak from experience not expertise. Teens hack
because they have to, not because they are paid to.
Innovation is the child of Positive Deviance--our
constant exploration of the boundaries of possibilities
and optimization of available tools to meet our limited
resources. Those compelled to optimize the most--those
limited in resources--are the best sources of innovation.
Teenagers will seek out sites, download software and
scour forums to find ways to download a movie for free,
whereas an adult will simply open up her wallet and bite
the bullet, paying the $10. In the case of the adult, time
is more valuable than the money spent. But if you have
a generation with time at their disposal, you don’t have
one or two genius individuals who could generate ideas
for your product; you have millions.
When music went digital, it lost its social sharing
element, so teens invented and adopted MP3 file
sharing--a format that not only later launched the careers
of some relatively unknown artists but also the iPod,
iTunes and arguably the iPhone. Without teens, Apple
would still be manufacturing MacBooks. The greatest
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innovations of recent times are the products of teen
Positive Deviance.
While the media constantly seek out the “stars” to try to
redress the balance and revert the narrative to the topdown model with stories of who the “godfather of the
internet” is, the truth is that the net’s existence is due to
the input of many individuals and the participation of
countless more. SMS, as we’ve discovered was the
product of youth Positive Deviance--a hack to
communicate more effectively, but without paying for
expensive mobile phone calls. BBM follows the same
path, despite being readily available to the executive
market for a good number of years beforehand. The
socially challenged Marc Zuckerberg invented Facebook
because he needed a tool to help him interact with his
classmates. It took one lightning-rod to conduct the
energy of the social media storm, but the maelstrom had
already been created by countless users, innovators and
participants in the years running up to its launch - from
the original coding teams, to those that developed
MySpace, Mixi and even Friendster. Each generation is
a successive deviation from the previous one--an
evolution of the technological meme as opposed to, dare
I say it, some kind of Intelligent Design.

Facebook	
   vs	
   MySpace:	
   A	
   tale	
   of	
   Two	
  
Cultures
Leading brands have already embraced co-creation.
This is not an option, this is about survival.
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Google invites teen girls to the Googleplex to indulge in
a day of Android app development.
Wait, you did read that right.
Teenage girls, Android app development, all in one
sentence.
One group has affectionately called
themselves the “Droidettes.” Who would’ve thought that
could ever happen?
Google, obviously.
What Google understands is three things a) girls are
equally competent as developers, which means b) there
must be many girls who need support out there, and c)
girls who attend the app day don’t come to develop
apps--they come to hang out with likeminds, take photos
and post them on Facebook. Innovation is a byproduct
of the social process, and Google reaps dividends for its
long term Android operating system by generating
grassroots insights from experienced users rather than
disconnected experts.
And it’s not just Google, it’s Facebook too.
Business world is polarizing; on the one hand
organizations that have excelled at process, on the other
outsiders who take risks. Large brands need to hire in
risk takers because their own systems cannot support
creativity.
We talk about marketing and innovation strategies, but
what we really need to be talking about is marketing and
innovation culture. You see, great brands aren’t the
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products of great strategies but great people. Moreover,
great brands are a function of the cultures that make
them.
Change the people, change the culture.
Chris Putnam was just your average college student who
enjoyed playing average dorm room pranks. Using
some basic code and a few CSS rewrites, he created an
app that allowed members to see Facebook but with a
MySpace theme. You wouldn’t normally give it much
attention, except when Putnam received an email in his
inbox from Facebook’s co-founder Dustin Moskowitz.
There was a precedent to this.
Earlier, one hacker had tried a similar stunt on MySpace
itself, which resulted in a probing email from the
company’s inner circle. After an exchange of emails,
the wannabe hacker was invited to MySpace with the
promise of a job offer only to find a group of cops
waiting to arrest him at LAX airport.
Needless to say, Putnam was cautious. And it’s here
that marketing and innovation as a function of culture
rather than strategy are most tangible. Here’s Putnam’s
account of the message received from Facebook:
“His knowledge of my identity didn't come as much of a
surprise since the worm's interaction with my account
was a dead giveaway and we even went out of our way
to provide contact information in the source code and
CSS file. I'm having a hard time finding the exact text
of his message right now, but it was along the lines of
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‘Hey, this was funny but it looks like you are deleting
contact information from users' profiles when you go to
replicate the worm again. That's not so cool.’ This then
led to a lot of back-and-forth between myself and Dustin
where I explained the worm in detail and other holes I
had found and planted worms within. He was incredibly
friendly about the whole thing and we continued talking
fairly frequently over AIM for a month or so. I pulled a
couple more dumb stunts during this time, in particular
locking up several college databases testing SQL
injection holes.”
Their relationship grew. In time, Moskowitz offered
Putnam a job but rather than pulling the MySpace
ambush at the airport, he ended up working in the
Facebook development team working on the creation of
a video sharing application which is now usable by all
members today.
Innovation is a function of culture. In Facebook, the
prevailing culture is one of “Break things and move
fast.” If it’s not broken, break it. Facebook grew from a
dorm culture of hacking and that has carried over to the
company as we know it today. When Facebook wants
to evolve the platform it doesn’t hire in design agencies
or brilliant PhDs like Google; it runs Hackathon: The
Hacker Cup sets key challenges to budding
programmers often unrelated to specific Facebook
coding issues.
Here’s one example:
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“Aliens on the Unknown planet have a tradition of
playing a game called Loiten. It is played by two
players who alternate turns. There are N buckets with
apples standing in one line in front of the players. They
are numbered from left to right with integers starting
from 1.”
At this point, most of us are lost on the detail but then
Facebook isn’t interested in the “most of us”, it’s
interested in the fans who love hacking and need
Facebook to provide them with the platform, ideas and
tools to make that happen.
Facebook’s Hackathons have given us the “Like” button
and photo tagging--two of the most used functions on
the website. Here’s the company’s department of great
ideas in action, not in the innovation labs or from the
guy with “innovation” in his job title but by the hackers
on the outside. It’s here culture determines innovation-Facebook could have so easily copied MySpace and
arrested Putnam but it chose not to because it was young
hackers like Putnam who made Facebook in the first
place. MySpace today is toast not because of poor
innovation or marketing strategies, but because of
culture.
We face choices--do we see these people as threats or do
we embrace their Positive Deviance and harness it to
evolve our own product lines? It’s as simple as asking
your store employees what they would do if iTrevor
began his dance in the store. Our need to shut down the
unknown, the uncontrollable, is something ingrained in
us since birth. If we danced in the classroom we’d be
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castigated. If you turned round to the guy sitting next to
you in the exam hall and offered to co-operate, you’d be
thrown out for cheating. Our whole system is geared
towards top-down innovation rather than encouraging
innovation as it actually happens.
That’s why it takes brands that have broken the mold-Google and Facebook to explain to the rest of us
followers how it can be done. Here are two companies
with a potential market cap of in excess of $1 trillion,
built on encouraging and supporting hackers.

What	
  if	
  I’m	
  not	
  Google	
  or	
  Facebook?	
  
It’s not just the cool tech brands that get all the fun.
What if you were a boring has-been, and what if, you
were also marketing products that are given to you as a
done-deal? Cars, for example.
Ford’s story exemplifies the potential of bottom-up
innovation better than any. Here is a brand that in 2008
had seen its stock price plummet to $1.50--around 5% of
its value 10 years earlier. Ford was finished long before
the recession ever hit. The auto brand’s problems
didn’t lie in having a poor product line but in a reliance
on top-down innovation. Ford employees drove Ford.
All their families and friends drove Ford. They lived in
towns where everyone either drove the brand or worked
for a company that supplied it. When young people
started buying cooler Japanese marques, Ford was nonethe-wiser as to why its brand was becoming
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uncompetitive. It was a slow motion car-crash that
lasted the best part of a decade.
How, then, did Ford go from the precipice of bankruptcy
in 2008 to launching one of the top 10 coolest auto
brands in 2011--a car that met much acclaim both in
trade press and in terms of sale--the Ford Fiesta? Bear
in mind that this was a small engine, low-end model
popular in Europe—it didn’t even have supersize
popcorn holders in the dash.
Ford’s turnaround was its ability to identify and cocreate with its fans. The hands-up cashless innovator
sector - American students - were already sold on the
brand. They wanted small engine cars as gas prices
spiraled out of control. Co-creating with them would
simply be a case of engaging them in a movement--the
Ford Fiesta Movement.
Ford’s marketing genius wasn’t an overnight campaign
win. It was a 3-years program that identified fans and
actively helped those fans tell their story to their
followers through the platform of the Fiesta.
Take a look at the movement’s website and you’ll
struggle to see ubiquitous Ford branding. No case of
“can you make the logo bigger?” here. The agent
drivers selected by Ford to run the year-long trial were
critical in the co-creation of innovative solutions from
in-car audio technology to apps that allow you to send
text messages from the car’s dash. Sure, some of it is
risky but here’s the beauty of co-creation; the risk is
shifted onto the market.
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When fans co-create with you, they are investing their
time, money and effort into the ideas. If it fails, they’re
not going to dump the brand, they’ll simply try again.
Top-down innovation, by contrast, develops everything
internally on the company balance sheet before shifting
out at high risk onto high-end customers. We’ve seen
this pattern repeated consistently in the tech market-MMS being just one example of technologies designed
in-house that should have been given to the fans first.
By co-creating with the low risk customers, you can also
export ideas to the high risk ones. This is where youth
suddenly become a vital component of a retention
strategy for non-youth concerns.
Consider, for example, how youth could explore and
exploit payment technologies first without banks having
to trial them on their high net worth individuals.
We’ve seen it with BBM--BlackBerry Messenger. For
years, executives had it on their phones but the app
never went anywhere. When youth got hold of it, they
made it fly. With this tried and tested app, BlackBerry
has a wealth of insights, from how PINs are exchanged,
to how youth use BBM groups which it could export
back to their executive users and remain competitive
over Microsoft, Nokia and Apple.
In contrast, French manufacturer Renault hires a highend design agency to create a customizable blue-sky
prototype, the Renault Frendzy, based on our
increasingly frantic lifestyles in the hope you will be
inspired to buy. The Frendzy’s PR team have already
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tantalized the press with a glimpse of how this vehicle
will change our lives--from the mirrors that “swivel to a
horizontal position” to the interior that “glows orange.”
Unlike the streets and the Movement, Renault’s
approach is to capture the hearts and minds of the
dealers, trade press and the International Motor Show in
Germany.
It’s easy to fall into the trap--I am the product manager;
therefore, I manage the product. But, the reality today
is, with Gen O, this couldn’t be further from the truth.
You are Encyclopedia Britannica. Nobody consults the
Encyclopedia if they want to find out the truth--they go
to Wikipedia.

Why	
   “Youth	
   Marketing	
   Strategy”	
   is	
   a	
  
Myth
As Facebook goes public, the question is can it retain
this culture of hacking?
Will the next Putnam be shut down by lawyers?
When Jones Soda went public, some of the first
directives of the new board were to close down the
seemingly inefficient aspects of the business--such as
the informal Friday powwow held by CEO and founder
Peter Van Stolk with all his team. It was at this meeting
that ideas such as the labels with customers’ photos and
fortune cookie messages under the bottle caps came
from. Shutting down the meeting to make the culture
more efficient simply restricted the company’s
innovative marketing efforts.
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When P&G embarked on an audacious co-creation
program called “Reflect,” it designed a whole factory
infrastructure that would allow a new generation of
cosmetics consumers to individually design and select
their own lines from mascara to lipstick. The automated
and highly personalizable factory process cost $250
million (before any advertising) and failed. Why? Not
because it wasn’t innovative or creative enough but, as
Seth Godin says, because it was P&G.
Often we try to change the culture to fit the marketing
but ultimately culture is the marketing. In large
organizations, youth marketing fails because the tail
wags the dog--marketing ideas are confined by the
brand’s not the individual’s needs.
By contrast, @Cosme magazine in Japan launched a #1
bestselling book featuring 120,000 reviews of cosmetics
enthusiasts detailing everything from where to how to
wear and use the products. We once learned of a client,
a large CPG brand, who embarked on an ideation
process generated by their design agency, would source
the best innovations from their employees. Ideas would
be submitted and voted upon for approval by senior
management who were tasked with the responsibility of
making them happen. Anything goes, except that any
idea submitted would have to profitable within 6
months.
Organizations become their own competitors and
however “social” you get or to whatever extent you
become “customer centric” you end up with the same
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results. Sometimes you can’t change the DNA so you
simply have to change the people.
Ford could only change its direction when it overhauled
its marketing staff. If Ford was to implement new
strategies on top of old teams, it would end up with what
it always ended up with. Tales about the Apple Store
are often replete with real life examples of customers
who have had positive and often unexpected experiences
of interacting with their highly trained Genius staff.
“I went to the Genius Bar once with a broken screen on
my iPhone--out of warranty.” - (Phone was replaced)
“I had a similar experience involving the replacement of
an out of warranty phone for free. That's why I don't
mind the term Apple Fanboi.”
“Apple stores really do put in the extra drive, and yeah,
thats why they are such a great success. Well, also
because of their products! In San Francisco I forgot my
bike lock, so an Apple employee came outside and
helped me, went in, got what i wanted, and swiped my
card outside. Can't complain at all! The place is always
crazy and I still feel like the ratio, employee to customer
is 1:1.”
This is stuff that you cannot build into a strategy. Youth
marketing “strategy” is just a myth--it’s a reflection of
the people not the ideas you have. The CEO can create
an environment for these open activities that facilitate
marketing and innovation. She will not only emphasize
the culture’s strengths but also attract the right people.
You can’t change strategy without changing people.
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Your best thinking got you to where you are today.

From	
  Innovation	
  to	
  Curation:	
  Letting	
  
Go	
  
Our first step in youth marketing is letting go.
Somebody once said that “learning to love is learning to
let go.” So much of what we do wrong in relationships is
based on the need to tell our story, the need to be right
and the need to protect our vulnerabilities. In marketing
and innovation this is also very true. Letting go means
moving from marketer and innovator to curator. You
are the curator of the community rather than its voice.
You give Gen O their voice by building Social Tools
and encouraging them to hack and optimize these very
tools. You create the platform and set the tone.
In a similar fashion, youth marketing is a love story.
We have to learn to let go. We no longer manage, we
encourage. We are the custodians rather than the
owners. The relationships are real and cannot be
leveraged.
You can’t friend millions of people
meaningfully, just as in the real world. And so too, as
attention becomes increasingly limited in supply, we
lose our ability to broadcast our brand stories
meaningfully far and wide. We have to start treating
marketing as something that reflects real world
interaction. We can’t simply interrupt and start talking
about ourselves. We wait until we are invited.
These are the new rules of youth marketing and it’s
tricky. We marketers don’t like using words like “love”
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in our vernacular. It doesn’t fit into the 4Ps or whatever
they are called now. It’s emotional, messy and can’t be
broken down into widgets, but this is where we are here
today.
Changing your approach isn’t just a cool way to vamp
up your brand it’s the only way you’ll be around in the
next 10 years. No brand is immune. Inside some of the
greatest brands--from Red Bull to Converse--we see
teams constantly fighting their corner and reinventing
the culture from the inside out. To some, they are
troublemakers, but to us they are the future of that
brand. Without them, Nokia would still be producing
woodpulp, Red Bull would only be a medicine drunk by
Thai taxi drivers, and Ford a boring old has-brand that,
like GM, used taxpayer money to rescue itself from
bankruptcy.
But, thankfully, the change agents do exist and they
keep trying to change thing without official sanction.
Your CEO won’t tell you to fix the brand or the product
because by the time she finds out it’s too late.

Key	
  Questions	
  for	
  Youth	
  Marketers	
  
•
•
•
•

Where are most of my company’s great ideas
coming from?
What parts of the business can I open up to customer
participation?
What kind of customers do I want to invite to cocreate with my brand?
What real steps can I take to start involving my
customers in innovation?
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•
•

Does my organization have a culture that supports
innovation?
What can I personally do to develop the Spirit of
Jugaad in my own team?
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The	
  Crazy	
  Ones	
  
	
  

Here’s to the crazy ones.
The misfits.
The rebels.
The troublemakers.
The round pegs in the square holes.
The ones who see things differently.
They’re not fond of rules.
And they have no respect for the status quo.
You can quote them, disagree with them, glorify or
vilify them.
About the only thing you can’t do is ignore them.
Because they change things.
They push the human race forward.
And while some may see them as the crazy ones, we see
genius.
Because the people who are crazy enough to think they
can change the world, are the ones who do
--reproduced from Apple’s Think Different campaign
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